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Abstract

Most applications in service robotics require that the position of the robot is accu-
rately known. Faults affecting the localization system can thus have serious effects on the
overall performance. This includes internal hardware and software faults, but external
disturbances and faults from the surrounding dynamical and complex environment are
even more common in service robotics applications.

This thesis makes two main contributions. The first one is a method for detecting
faults affecting the localization system of a mobile robot. Most fault detection systems
work with detailed models at sensor level, where sensor data is processed to decide if
the system is in a faulty state or not. While this is often a powerful approach, it requires
reliable models of the environment, sensor noise and the robot’s motion. The proposed ap-
proach is based on the observation that most of the modelling required for fault detection
is shared with robot localization algorithms. The problems of localization and navigation
have been extensively studied in the robotics community, and there exist many reliable
methods and robust implementations of such systems. By combining the outputs from
several high-level localization modules, and hence avoiding working with raw sensor data
and detailed models, it is possible to detect faults affecting the robot. In this thesis, a low
complexity model of such a combined system is proposed, and a detailed discussion of the
corresponding design choices is given. An Extended Kalman filter is used to calculate the
posterior probability distribution of the outputs of the localization modules. The alarm
decision is made based on the Mahalanobis distance of the innovations and a CUSUM test.
This approach is very flexible and does not need direct access to sensor data, nor modi-
fication of existing localization algorithms. The proposed method has been implemented
and tested on an ActivMedia service robot. Odometry and a laser based scan matching
method, described below, were used as position modules. The experimental results show
that the approach works.

The second contribution of this thesis is a method to increase the efficiency of point-
to-point search in a scan matching algorithm. Scan matching is a method to estimate
the relative displacement of a laser-scanning sensor (light radar) between data acquired
at two positions. Scan matching is a good independent complement to other sensors like
odometry and sonars. Here, scans are matched by maximization of a score function. This
function is calculated from the distance between every point in the scan to be matched
and the closes point in the reference scan. Straightforward search needs as many checks
as the square of the number of points in the scan. A method to reduce the search space
is presented that significantly reduces the effort for score calculation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Sara and Johan had recently bought their first household robot, and
were excited about all its capabilities; now they could just call for the
robot and it would fetch things for them, clean the table and watch
their house for intruders while they are away. It had been a pleasure
teaching the robot the layout of the house by just showing it around.

The history above could be reality in a few decades - household service robots
helping out in peoples homes, fetching things, cleaning, answering the phone and
many other tasks. Routine tasks like picking up the children’s toys can now be
performed by robots. Even if they operate slower than a human, they do not
complain or demand any reward but some charging current once in a while. Imagine
being able to remotely log in to the robot and ask it to water the flowers when you
are on vacation. Or feed the cat. Even if these robot platforms today would cost
a fortune only for the hardware, prices will go down as the production volume
increases and the technology matures.

Large research efforts are made in the robotics field, in order to achieve a suf-
ficient level of skills in reasoning, sensing, planning, interaction and many more
areas that are needed to operate a robot. Even though robots have existed for
decades, they are often far from being able to perform all these tasks today. The
greatest success has been within industrial robotics, where the environment can be
controlled, lowering the demands on handling deviations and different situations.
The risk of injury for the operators can be removed with safety barriers. With ser-
vice robotics, this is not possible and safe operation must be guaranteed by other
means. In the industy, specially trained staff is often available, which is a major
difference to robots working in people’s homes.

An explanation for industrial robots being common compared to service robots
is that there has existed (and still exists) a huge driving force for industrial robots.
In factories, the production rate can be increased and robots can perform assembly
with high precision and good repeatability, at speeds superior to a human. The

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

large economical values associated with enhancing production have motivated large
development costs for the industrial robots.

One can expect that elderly and disabled people (except for curious engineers
and robot researchers) will be among the first users of service robots. Disabled peo-
ple are a relatively small group in the society. However, it is a group that maybe can
benefit most from using service robotics. The need for assistants and assistive tech-
nology is large for this group. Using robots, either autonomous or semiautonomous
in cooperation with assistants, can improve the situation for this group both re-
garding lower costs, increased possibilities and greater autonomy (Hellberg, 2006).
Service robots can help pick up things form the floor, open doors, bring down items
from shelves and other things like helping getting in and out of chairs and beds.

A problem facing most developed countries is that the demographic distribution
(the relative number of young and elderly) is changing. The number of people in
working age compared to the number of elderly is expected to decrease over a
number of decades. According to (Hellberg, 2006), the number of persons over
80 years age in Sweden will increase from 500k 2006 to 750k 2030 while the total
population is approximately constant. This leads to a great need for staff engaged
in assisting elderly. Robotic assistants can satisfy a need for many of these persons -
this is an easier task than assisting disabled, as the amount of help needed can vary
over a large range. For instance, a computer with speech interface can help persons
with dementia, while persons with severe walking difficulties may need physical
assistance.

With robotic assistants, elderly can stay at home longer before having to live in
a nursing home. When service robots help, the staff can focus on talking with the
persons, instead of cleaning and assisting. Most people appreciate that they are
no longer depending on other people, but can take care of themselves instead with
assistance from robots. This is true for both elderly and the disabled.

Let us continue with Sara and Johan:

It was just one thing: every once in a while the robot stopped for no
apparent reason, and cried out for help. This seemed to happen when
the robot passed over the threshold to the kitchen. Either the robot
claimed that it was lost and needed assistance to know where it was, or
it claimed that it had lost whatever it carried in its robotic hand. Sara
and Johan now considered returning the robot to the store, as it needed
more assistance for itself than it gave back.

Untrained nonprofessionals will operate these service robots in unknown and dif-
ferent environments. Demands on reliability and safety will be very high. As of
today, few examples exist on robots that combine user interaction, navigation and
other subsystems that together constitute a service robot. Even if sophisticated
navigation systems and algorithms are used, it is almost impossible to anticipate
all situations that can occur. These robots must be made fault tolerant, both by
design and a fault handling system. The difference to other industrial applications,
is that the environment is much more complex and varying. Not only the sensors
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and actuators on the robot can fail, but also the planned interaction with the outer
world.

This thesis considers autonomous mobile robots, intended to service humans in
a domestic environment. By adding fault handling to a service robot, the reliability
can be improved. Especially, faults affecting the localization system are considered.

1.1 A Short Introduction to Fault Handling

Most technical systems and processes, e.g. robots and engines, can benefit from a
fault handling system. The role of the fault handling system is to process the input
and outputs of the process to

• detect if a fault is present (Detection).

• decide what kind of fault it may be (Isolation).

• determine the magnitude of the fault (Identification).

• take actions to remove the fault or reduce the consequences (Recovery or
Accommodation).

The term diagnosis is here used to denote the process of detecting and isolating
faults. For robots, faults are not always due to malfunction of sensors and actuators,
but can also be the result of failing interaction with the environment. For instance,
accidentally dropping an object while performing a fetch and carry task.

In this thesis, model based diagnosis is considered. A model of the process and
possibly the faults is used to explain the measurements. The ultimate goal of fault
detection is to provide an algorithm that calculates the probability of the process
being broken, i.e.,

P (process not OK|model, measurements).

In general, this is very difficult to calculate. For instance, all possible faults are not
known at forehand. Also, the model may be only partially known.

Because of model errors and sensor noise, it may happen that the fault detector
raises alarms even if there is no fault present in the process (false alarm). It may
also happen that no alarm is raised even if there is a fault present (missed alarm).
The quality of the fault detector is measured by the false alarm rate and the missed
detection rate. It is desirable to have both low false alarm rate and low missed
alarm rate. Unfortunately, one has to tradeoff these rates. This is maybe best
explained by considering the only detector that gives no false alarms: the detector
that never raises an alarm, whatsoever. Usually the fault detector is designed so
that the missed alarm rate is minimized under the constraint that the false alarm
rate does not exceed a certain value.
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Proceeding to the diagnosis problem: a diagnose is a hypothesis about the state
in the system, that can explain the measurements. The ideal diagnosis algorithm
calculates the probability of faults

P (process has fault i|model, measurements)

and preferably presents the results sorted on probability, or some measure combin-
ing the severity of the fault with its probability. An example from a nuclear reactor:
the diagnosis system lists two faults that can explain the measurements. The first
fault, malfunctioning thermometer, has probability 0.15. The other possible fault is
that a nuclear meltdown is present in the reactor, with probability 0.14. The report
from the diagnosis system to the operator must then contain a warning about a
possible meltdown.

Besides the problem of inaccurate models of the process, it is also difficult to
predict all faults that can occur. Exhaustive enumeration is impossible for real
systems. Even if a particular type of fault can be predicted, it is often difficult to
get information about how the fault appears. One reason is that the amount of
recorded data from faults is often very limited. To actively introduce faults in a
process may be an option, but may cause damage or high costs.

The accommodation problem is how to select actions to eliminate or alleviate
the consequences of a fault. Because of uncertainty from the diagnosis step, it is a
problem of decision under uncertainty. Some faults may be more severe than others
and require actions in opposite direction than for other faults. The accommodation
problem is certainly not trivial. An example can be a robot that moves close to
people. The fault detection system alarms, and the diagnosis system lists two
faults that are possible. Either the laser range sensor is broken, or the robot is in
collision with an object, possibly a human. If the laser sensor is broken, the robot
should return to the charging station and wait for repair. If the robot instead is in
collision, the robot should be at standstill until someone has confirmed that it is
not in collision.

A common choice for fault accommodation is to call for an operator, that can
confirm or dismiss the fault and select actions based on the output of the diagnosis
system and/or extra observations. If the false alarm rate is high, the robot needs
much attention. For Sara and Johan in the example, they would be helped if the
robot autonomously could recover from having lost its localization.

Some applications where response time is critical or it is impossible with human
intervention must use an autonomous strategy to accommodate the faults. Fault
detection and recovery in an unstable airplane is an example where response time
is critical. For space vehicles, human intervention is impossible or costly.

1.2 Contribution

Two main contributions are presented in this thesis.
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Fault Detection using Localization Modules
An important subproblem within the robotics field is how to design a fault tolerant
localization system. Localization is an important subsystem in a robot that most
other subsystems rely on. Even if localization algorithms get more efficient and
robust to changes in the environment, it is still impractical to cover all possible
situations that can appear. Instead, it is proposed that abnormal situations are
handled by the fault handling system.

While other authors have proposed fault detection by modelling sensors and the
robot’s kinematics directly, the approach here is to do fault detection on a higher
level, using existing localization algorithms as building blocks. The advantage is
that modelling effort from the localization field can be utilized and that the fault
detection system is very flexible but still easy to implement and adapt.

The major contribution is a low order model, combined with a tracker and a
statistic test. This raises the processing to a higher level, avoiding working at raw
sensor data level.

The method has been implemented and runs in realtime on an autonomous
service robot. Two sources for localization are used in experiments where faults are
injected by forcing the robot to slip. The fault detection method detects the wheel
slip successfully.

This work has been presented in the following conference papers:

Sundvall, P. and Jensfelt, P. (2005). Fault detection for increased ro-
bustness in navigation, Swedish Workshop on Autonomous Robotics (SWAR).

Sundvall, P. and Jensfelt, P. (2006). Fault detection for mobile robots
using redundant positioning systems, Proc. of the IEEE International Con-
ference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA‘06).

Sundvall, P., Jensfelt, P. and Wahlberg, B. (2006). Fault detection
using redundant navigation modules, IFAC SafeProcess 2006.

Search Method for Scan Matching
Scan matching is the process to match sets of data samples (scans) acquired with a
laser scanner (light radar) to other scans. When two scans are matched, the relative
displacement can be used as a virtual sensor for the motion of the robot. The proce-
dure resembles the problem of fitting photos to each other when creating a mosaic.
Scan matching provides a source of motion measurement that is independent from
other sensors such as odometry or sonars.

Here, point-to-point based scan matching is considered. The method is based
on maximization of a score function, where the score reflects how well two scans
fit as a function of the displacement. The score is based on the distance between
associated points in the two scans. If there are N points in each scan, the effort of
finding the minimum distance requires N2 distance calculations.
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In this thesis, a method for finding the closest point is proposed, where only a
subset of the points in the reference scan need to be considered. This can be done
due to the storage structure of the samples. This way only a small interval of a
data vector needs to be searched instead of the entire vector.

The method has been implemented and runs in real-time on a low-end computer.
With the reduced search method, the speed of the matching is increased by more
than a factor two compared to the standard search method.

1.3 Outline

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 some differences between indus-
trial robots, service robots and other processes are discussed. Current challenges
are discussed along with examples of existing service robots. It is concluded that
detection of faults affecting the localization system gives increased reliability of the
robot. The fault handling field offers many different methods to detect and isolate
faults. Some methods are discussed and exemplified in Chapter 3. There are very
few examples of service robots equipped with fault detection systems. A few exam-
ples are discussed in Chapter 4. The first contribution is presented in Chapter 5,
fault detection using multiple localization modules. Motivation and discussion of
the method is presented, followed by experimental results from a mobile robot plat-
form. The second contribution, a search method for scan matching, is presented
in Chapter 6 along with experimental results. Finally, the thesis is concluded in
Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Motivation and Problem
Description

In this section, service robots are compared to industrial robots and other industrial
applications. Service robot is a somewhat vague term. In this thesis, it is used to
label mobile robots whose purpose is to help humans interactively and physically.

First, the advantages with fault handling are discussed, followed by a discussion
on the specific problems related to service robots. A number of more basic robots
such as lawn mowers and vacuum cleaners are discussed. These types of robot are
autonomous, but their operation is not critical. If a vacuum cleaner gets stuck
under a table, the worst thing that happens is that cleaning failed. The cost and
typical use of such robots do not motivate large costs for fault handling, neither
in development cost, processing power or sensor quality. When considering more
advanced robots like guard robots, reliability is more important. For guard and
delivery robots, a cost is associated with low reliability, which makes it more im-
portant to have a reliable system with fault handling capability. Reliability and
safety is even more important when considering service robots assisting elderly. A
failing sensor could be catastrophic, leading to large human injury. The greatest
need for fault detection is found on space robots, where extremely large costs are as-
sociated with a failure. Human intervention is impossible and large communication
delays makes teleoperation infeasible.

2.1 The Need for Fault Handling

In the modern society, we are depending on technical systems. Cars are used to
transport us during summer and winter, in wide temperature ranges and for long
times. Power plants provide electricity under varying load conditions. All these
systems are there to solve a task. Most of these systems have reached a mature level
so that they operate well under normal conditions. However, it is when subjected
to strong disturbances or faults it really shows if they can handle the situation.

7
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In the early stages of a product, time is spent on making the product survive
normal operation well. As the product matures, the focus is changed to provide
fault tolerant operation. The performance is no longer determined by normal
operation, it is instead the worst-case performance that is important. The small
fraction of faulty car engines stand for approximately 50% of the emissions1 from
cars (DeHart-Davis, Corley and Rodgers, 2002).

Modern cars are sometimes equipped with a “limp home” mode, where the
engine is designed to be able to provide at least some power even if it is faulty.
Instead of being stuck on a road with a malfunctioning car, one can get to a
workshop or home.

The performance in normal operation mode is important because the majority
of the lifetime of the product is spent in that mode. For many products, the greatest
improvements can however be made by improving the worst-case performance, even
if the time spent in faulty states is small.

Proposition:
Increase the overall performance by reducing the worst-case behavior

2.2 Service Robots compared to Industrial Robots

Service robots operating among people in a domestic environment poses several
difficult challenges. These robots are designed to operate in people’s homes, helping
out with everyday tasks. These robots have a difficult task and face many problems:

• Safe interaction with people is required.

• A map of the environment will probably not be at hand, instead the robot
needs to build a map using its sensors. The map will be uncertain.

• In a domestic environment chairs and other objects may move and people and
pets are a part of the environment. The environment is dynamic.

• Users interacting with the robot causes uncertainty in user intention.

• Objects that are picked up may be unknown and possibly deformable.

• Objects may change properties, such as food containers and clothes.

• The robot must have basic skills to be capable of solving more complex tasks:
obstacle avoidance, object recognition, grasping and manipulation, speech
recognition, path planning...

These problems are certainly not trivial - all these problems are active research
problems. Before a service robot can assist people, the problems above must be
handled properly.

1Carbon dioxide is not considered an emission
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Industrial robots are different from service robots. The most important differ-
ence is that they operate under relatively well-defined conditions. Industrial robots
have been in operation for decades, and the field is reached a high level of maturity.
This makes them more comparable to industrial processes like motors and machines
than to service robots.

Because industrial robots are a more mature technology than service robots,
the goals of the development differ. This is typical to the stages of a product,
as the product is more developed, targets shift. Service robots aim to succeed
solving problems like navigation and basic manipulation. More advanced features
like opening doors and recognizing objects are still research issues. On the other
hand, industrial robots have been adapted to solve repetitive tasks in controlled
environments. The development mainly aims to reduce downtime and maximize
the price/performance ratio rather than introducing new capabilities.

Several operative service robots exist, of which some are commercial. The ap-
plications trying to solve a limited set of tasks seem to have come furthest com-
mercially. This is probably the route to success, establishing new ground by adding
features successively. Commercially successful mass-market applications like vac-
uum cleaners may pave the ground for more advanced robots.

2.3 Industrial Applications

Within the industry, fault tolerance is important. Undetected faults may cause
unacceptable quality drops. Alternatively, unplanned downtime may be the result,
which is very costly. Driven by these factors, fault detection methods are used
to optimize maintenance and reduce the risk for failure. Fault detection is here
a method to reduce the worst-case behavior, which is important for the overall
performance of the application.

Within the car industry, laws are introduced that require that faults affecting
emissions shall be detected by internal diagnostics. The diagnostics system can
also be used to simplify repair at workshops. Fault detection is here not mainly
motivated from a commercial perspective, but rather a method required fulfilling
the law.

Another means to provide fault tolerant operation is to duplicate critical compo-
nents. This is called hardware redundancy and is common in the aircraft industry.
A problem with hardware redundancy is that the cost and weight is increased,
making it less attractive to cost sensitive applications like car engines.

2.4 Autonomous Robot Applications

Research and development within autonomous robots have been going on for sev-
eral decades. So far, the majority of the activity is still within the academic re-
search community. Seeing the large potential in future applications and markets,
several organizations take interest in the autonomous robotics field. Events like
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(ROBOBusiness, 2006) reflect the current interest in commercial applications of
robotics. Many fields exist within autonomous robotics:

• civil robots - autonomous container freighters, warehouse applications, mail
delivery, nuclear inspection, robots for catastrophe areas

• medical robots - surgery, sewing, inspection, patient transport, teleoperated
semiautonomous surgery robots

• space robots - exploration and surveying

• service robots - semiautonomous wheelchairs, assistants, home surveillance

• entertainment robots - toys, games, guides, sports robots

• military robots - transportation, combat, surveillance, search

For some of these areas, robotics is the only possible solution due to large danger
for humans, e.g. working with bombs or mines. This is sometimes referred to
as the three D:s; dull, dangerous and dirty. Sending a human into space requires
enormously expensive vehicles and systems. If a robot is sent instead, risk for human
injury can be eliminated, resulting in that costs for increased safety are drastically
reduced. Other applications where robots are the only realistic alternative are in
dangerous areas like nuclear inspection and inspection of catastrophe areas such
as earthquake disaster areas. While the common factor for space and catastrophe
area robots is that humans cannot be involved for safety reasons, the difference
is that teleoperation is possible for robots designed to work in catastrophic areas.
This is because the roundtrip time to a space robot on mission is so long that it is
impossible to teleoperate efficiently. Introducing teleoperation reduces or eliminates
the need for autonomy. The remaining problems are related to the teleoperation
such as transmission, control and interaction with the pilot. Such systems can also
benefit from autonomy. For instance, if the teleoperated robot is equipped with a
short distance motion planning system, the pilot can command the robot to move
to a certain point, avoiding obstacles etc. Meanwhile, the pilot can focus on the
task that the robot is to solve, such as taking photos or performing measurements.

Applications like container freighters and warehouse robots are not necessi-
tateted upon due to human safety. Instead, they can replace or support humans
by performing dull or exhausting work tasks. Letting automated systems han-
dle containers reduces the risk for human mistakes due to tired or unexperienced
drivers. The productivity increases, as fewer persons are needed and can work with
supervision of the robots instead of driving the container freighters themselves.

Surgical robots introduce new possibilities to surgery. The robot can perform
parts of the surgery autonomously. An example is hip surgery (Kwon, Yoon, Lee,
Ko, Huh, Chung, Park and Won, 2001). Robots are good at high-precision, repeti-
tive tasks while humans are (usually!) superior at decision-making and judgment.
Having robot collaboration can thus be very beneficial. While the surgeon can focus
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on what shall be done, the robot can be commanded to perform certain parts of the
procedure autonomously. Another similar application is tremor reduction, where
the surgeon does not directly operate on the patient; instead the surgeon holds a
device cancelling unwanted motion (Riviere, Ang and Khosla, 2003).

2.5 Service Robots

Within service robotics, there are few if any examples of commercial products. The
most successful application is perhaps guard robots, even if they are on the border
of the service robot definition used here. Most researchers focus on a single field,
for instance human interaction or map building. The research question is seldom
to assemble a total system, but instead focus on some subsystem such as mapping
or grasping. These robots are used to demonstrate and develop subsystems, and
are often not capable of operating long times without supervision. Most systems
outside the academic community can only operate for short times or within narrow
operational bounds (Christensen, 2003).

Service robots that are to solve complex tasks require that many subsystems are
in place. While each subsystem may be operational, the complexity of the system
increases rapidly when the number of subsystems increases. Successful applications
often focus at solving one task with few subsystems. This may be the road to
building complex, capable and flexible service robots to assist people in domestic
environments: gradually adding more capabilities.

2.6 Specialized Autonomous Robots

Lawn Mowers
An application that is related to service robotics is autonomous lawn mowers. The
purpose of these products is to let a robot mow the lawn, without running away or
damaging people or objects. Robomow from friendly robotics (Friendly Robotics,
2006) has sold 40000 units as of 2006. Automower from Husqvarna (Husqvarna,
2006) is also a lawn mover. Both cost approximately SEK 19000 (2006).

To prevent them from “running away”, an underground cable that is placed at
the perimeter of the area limits them. When the battery is almost empty, the robot
returns to the charging station.

Products like these may very well show the way to more advanced type of robots,
not only aimed at lawn mowing. If customers are gradually introduced to home
robots, introducing more advanced robots may be eased.

Vacuum Cleaners
An application of robotics which has gained a large market, is autonomous vacuum
cleaners. The number of robots on the market is very high compared to previous
existing robots, mostly found within the research community. Trilobite (Electrolux,
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2006) is a vacuum cleaner introduced in 2001. It has been revised to a newer version.
The price is relatively high, SEK 12000.

A similar robot is available from Irobot, which reports having sold over two mil-
lion units 2006 of the vacuum cleaner Roomba (Irobot, 2006)(introduced in 2002).
This can be compared to having sold 500 Packbots, a larger robot primarily used
by the US military. Selling 500 robots is a high number for being a mobile robot.
The importance of creating a high volume market is high. To lower prices into
an acceptable level for consumers, a large volume is necessary to spread develop-
ment costs and enable efficient manufacturing. As of 2006, the Roomba robot costs
approximately SEK 4000.

A low price vacuum cleaning robot is available from Kärcher, called Roboclean
(Kärcher, 2006). More than three different companies have one or more products
in this segment, in different price ranges.

Pool Cleaners

Pool cleaning is related to vacuum cleaning. Even if difficulties arise for the problem
of operating submerged, the coverage problem is similar. Pool cleaning has the
advantage that the environment is often simple - the floor is flat, usually without
obstacles and the boundary is (often) well defined by vertical walls. No humans
are normally present during cleaning time, which is often the case for other types
of robots. Autonomy is used to be able to let the robot operate on its own after
the robot has been started by a person.

Several manufacturers exist, c.f. (Weda, 2006; Polaris Pool Systems, 2006; Aqua
Products Inc., 2006). Fig. 2.1 shows an example of such a robot from Weda.

Figure 2.1: An autonomous pool cleaner from Weda Picture: http://www.weda.se
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2.7 Service Robot Examples

Service Robot: Care-O-Bot

The Care-O-Bot (Hans, Graf and Schraft, 2002) is a service robot from 1998, built
by the FraunHofer institute. A second generation, Care-O-Bot II was built in 2001.
The robot is quite large (see Fig. 2.2). The intended use is in indoor environments
with tasks such as fetch-and-carry and being a walking aid. An important feature
of the robot is that it is equipped with a robotic arm, which can be used for
manipulation. The Car-O-Bot is a good example for a possible design of a robot
intended to help out in a home. The size is adapted to fit in a home while still
being able to carry batteries and support the robotic arm. Cameras, laser scanners
and bumpers are placed on the robot to be able to navigate reliably.

Figure 2.2: The Care-O-Bot II from the Fraunhofer Institute.
Picture: http://www.care-o-bot.de/

Pyxus Helpmate

Helpmate (King and Weiman, 1991) is a robot designed for fetch-and-carry tasks
in a hospital environment. See Fig. 2.3 for a photo demonstrating the typical use
of the robot. According to (Long, 1999), more than 150 robots have been rented
out to hospitals. The task is limited and relatively well defined, a perfect job for a
robot. Because the robot can replace staff members, there is a commercial force for
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investing in such a delivery system. The market is relatively big and international.
An application like this may bring service robots closer to entering people’s homes.

Figure 2.3: The HelpMate robot, an autonomous robot for fetch and carry tasks in
hospitals.

Cybermotion Guard

Having autonomous robots working as security staff seems to be a perfect match:
the job is dull, includes large walking distances and possibly exposure to dangerous
gas or fluids. An example of a commercially available robot that works as a security
guard is Cybermotion Guard (Cybermotion Inc., 2006; Holland, Martin, Smurlo
and Everett, 1995). The manufacturing company list 56 different customers on
their website (Cybermotion Inc., 2006). The robot is quite large, being almost 2 m
tall and weighing almost 300 kg (see Fig. 2.4). Navigation is performed using sonars
and optionally with lidar. A large benefit with a robot compared to a human, is
that heavy sensors to detect for instance gas leakages and fire can be carried around
without exhausting its host.
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Figure 2.4: The Cyberguard robot, an autonomous robot for monitoring areas for
security purposes. Picture is from the manufacturer’s homepage.

Rob@work

Rob@work (Helms, Schraft and Hagele, 2002) is a mobile robot aiming to be used
to assist people in factory environments. This is on the border between service
robots and industrial robots, but it is considered a service robot here because it
shares many of the problems with domestic service robots.

Assembly and fetch and carry tasks can be performed. The robot seems to be
on the prototype stage, even if a demonstration video is available.

Elderly Robots

Pearl is a service robot aiming at assisting elderly in nursery homes (Montemerlo,
Pineau, Roy, Thrun and Verma, 2002). The robot can do several things: guiding
persons to and from their rooms, interactively inform about weather, TV programs
or similar and reminding about appointments. Working with elderly poses several
difficulties to the already difficult service robotics area. Many elderly have hear-
ing difficulties or speaking difficulties, making interaction difficult. The physical
capabilities like walking speed also varies heavily across individuals, setting high
demands on adaptability. From a fault detection perspective, using a robot among
elderly requires even more attention, because even small incidents can lead to large
injury for fragile persons.
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Pearl uses Partial Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) (Kaelbling,
Littman and Cassandra, 1998) for probabilistic reasoning for several purposes (Pineau
and Thrun, 2002). The robots state as well as the dialogue management is handled
with POMDPs.

Museum Guides

Several reports from robotic museum/tour guides exist. RHINO (Burgard, Cre-
mers, Fox, Haehnel, Lakemeyer, Schulz, Steiner and Thrun, 1999) and its successor
Minerva (Thrun, Bennewitz, Burgard, Cremers, Dellaert, Fox, Hahnel, Rosenberg,
Roy, Schulte et al., 1999) are two examples of robot guides that combine localiza-
tion, planning and other tasks needed to autonomously navigate a museum, guiding
and entertaining visitors. It is reported that RHINO encountered five collisions
with the environment during 47 hours of operation due to hardware failure. Chip,
Sweetlips and Joe historybot are three robots described in (Nourbakhsh, Kunz
and Willeke, 2003). A diagnosis system was used to restart failing subsystems,
when actions did not have appropriate results. Faults like failing docking with the
recharging station were detected. Mean time between failures was between 71 and
216 hours over a five-year experiment.

A robot related to the Care-o-Bot is presented in (Graf and Barth, 2002). In
(Graf, Hans and Schraft, 2004), it is stated that fault recovery should be considered
when increasing the dependability of the robot system. Museum guides seem to be
an area where robots can be successfully used. There is staff available to engage in
case of trouble, which makes the consequences of failing autonomy small compared
to domestic robots. The high price can be motivated because the robot is itself
an attraction, the guiding capacity can complement or replace other guides or
equipment.

Some of these robots have a long documented operation time, stretching from
days to years. They are autonomous, mobile and equipped with a localization
system. The experiences from these type of robots are very useful for domestic
service robots.

Floor Marking

An interesting mobile robot application is “Harry Plotter” (Jensfelt, Gullstrand and
Förell, 2006), a robot that place marks for exhibition booths. By localizing with
help of a map, odometry and a laser range sensor, the robot is able to accurately
position itself. Marking is done with help of a printer head dispensing ink on the
floor. The robot has been in service for several years and runs autonomously once
the exhibition map and the instructions for where the text is to be printed has been
transferred to it.
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Robotic Vehicles

Much attention has been drawn to the autonomous cars that participate in the
DARPA Grand Challenge (The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),
2005). The goal of the contest is to build autonomous cars that can navigate the
over 200 km long offroad track. A path is given to the contestants prior to the
start, and the task of the vehicle is to navigate to the goal without getting stuck
at obstacles. The contest was held for the first time in 2004, but no team was able
to reach the goal. The next year, 2005, several contestants were able to reach the
goal. Large efforts were made to assemble the complex system with many sensors,
computers and algorithms working together. A picture from the contest is shown
in Fig. 2.5.

An important difference between robots that traverse terrain and indoor robots
is that large wheel slip rates are more likely to occur, and that the environment is
not necessarily planar. This puts high demands on the localization system.

Figure 2.5: A vehicle from the DARPA grand challenge. Picture:
http://www.darpa.mil

2.8 Observations and Conclusions

Besides the cleaning and lawn mover robots, the robots presented here have one
thing in common: they all depend on reliable localization. If the localization mal-
functions, the operation is not safe anymore. For the DARPA cars, it means the
car may hit an obstacle. For a museum guide, the robot may be confused and need
manual assistance.
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Providing reliable localization is an important part of these robot systems. If
faults can be detected and handled, the reliability of the system can be further
increased.



Chapter 3

Fault Handling in General

As described in Section 2, fault handling is needed in many systems. There
exist many different ways of approaching fault handling, and the problem consists
of several subproblems. One part of the problem is how to design systems that
are fault tolerant by construction. Tools from this area are standard methods like
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), see for
instance (Nyberg and Frisk, 2005).

A consequence of the analysis may be that additional sensors and actuators are
added to the process. This provides redundancy, which is a demand for being able
to detect faults in the first place.

With the process fixed, the remaining problems can be divided into

1. Detection - detecting that the process is in a faulty condition

2. Isolation - determining what faults can explain the situation

3. Identification - determining the magnitude of the fault

4. Accommodation/recovery - take actions to remove or alleviate the fault.

Usually, detection and isolation are handled within the same algorithm. The term
diagnosis is also used, and can be used in the meaning of detection, isolation and
identification, or the fault handling as a whole (Nyberg and Frisk, 2005). The
former is used here.

While many methods exist for detection, identification and isolation, fault re-
covery is relatively unexplored. For autonomous robots, the recovery process is very
important for operation. Engines and other industrial applications where trained
staff is present, are not as dependent on recovery.

In this chapter, fault handling is discussed in general. A subset of methods are
briefly introduced. Methods from the robotics field are presented in Chapter 4.

19
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3.1 Introduction to Fault Detection

All fault detection methods rely on the concept of redundancy, meaning that a vari-
able can be determined in more than one way. If there is a dynamic model available,
measurements taken at different times are connected: the model has introduced re-
dundancy in the measurements. By introducing multiple sensors measuring the
same quantity, another type of redundancy is added: hardware redundancy.

Somewhat simplified, the fault detector can be thought of as a function f that
takes past1 measurements and inputs and calculates a binary answer: “fault” or
“no fault”. Seen in this light, all fault detection methods provide different methods
to compute f . Because it is unpractical and/or impossible to store all past mea-
surements, the implementations of f are usually recursive or operate on a sliding
window.

A common way to provide fault detection is to construct residuals from the
measurements, which are designed to be zero in the fault free case and nonzero
otherwise. Due to noise and modelling errors, “zero” must be replaced with “small”
for real implementations.

Example 3.1 Consider a true scalar system y = ku. The space spanned by the
model given two measurements y1 and y2 is y1u2−y2u1 = 0. If the model parameter
k is known, the space is [

y1

y2

]
− k

[
u1

u2

]
= 0

In the example above, the residual in the former case can be taken as r = y−ku
which can be computed at each time instant. If the residual is nonzero, the model
is invalid and a fault must be present.

3.2 Hardware Redundancy

Within the fault detection area, hardware redundancy means to use two or more
sensors to measure the same thing. An example where hardware redundancy often
is used is rudder angle sensors on fighter airplanes. By comparing the sensors, it is
trivial to detect faults in the sensors. It is however not easy to determine which of
the sensors is broken. If no other models or measurements from other sensors are
used, the sensor must be tripled to be able to perform isolation.

The drawbacks with hardware redundancy are increased cost, weight and com-
plexity. A more severe drawback is that even triplification is not sufficient in some
cases, discussed in (Scheding, 2004). In (Scheding, 2004), unmanned land container
freighting vehicles are considered. Knowing and controlling the vehicle’s speed is
crucial for safe operation. Speed is measured by speed sensors on the wheels. If
a wheel locks, it is not detected even if several encoders are mounted on the same

1For offline fault detection, future measurements can also be used.
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wheel. The conclusion is that redundancy may lie in the frequency domain instead
of duplicating hardware.

Redundancy must exist for faults to be detectable. However, this is in most cases
best done with different sensors, measuring different quantities instead of hardware
duplication. Hardware redundancy may still be needed in some cases. Unstable
airplanes are an example. Even if the fault is correctly and rapidly classified, one
needs to change control scheme fast because the sensor is critical for operation.

3.3 Diagnosis Methods

In the remainder of this chapter, examples of methods for diagnosis are discussed.
It is difficult to categorize these methods, but a division can be made based on how
the faults are modelled. There will however still be methods that do not fit in to
this structure.

Even if the faults are modelled in a certain way, it does not mean that other
types of faults are invisible. For instance, a fault that invalidates a model will make
an input observer behave strangely, even if the model assumes that all faults are
(unknown) inputs rather than model changes.

• Additive faults (Section 3.4) In this category, faults are input signals to a
model. This can be used to model faults that are additive to the input or the
output of the process. The process model is constant even in the presence of
faults.

– (Linear) parity space
– Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
– Input observer

• Fault modes Each fault causes the process to behave according to a fault
model.

– Rule based methods (Section 3.5)
∗ General Diagnostic Engine (GDE) and Sherlock
∗ Livingstone and Livingstone II
∗ Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)

– State estimation (Section 3.6). Fault detection and isolation is obtained
by estimating the probability distribution over the states.

∗ State estimation
∗ Filter banks
∗ (Hybrid) Particle filter

• Parameter changes (Section 3.7) Some faults can be seen as a change in
the parameters of a nominal model. The model structure does not change,
only its parameters.
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– System identification
– Input-Output with local approach

• Deviation from nominal (Section 3.8) A nominal model is used to judge
if measured data are consistent or not.

– Consistency relations
– Limit checking
– Spectral analysis

3.4 Diagnosis using Additive Faults

The title is used to denote methods that use a model where faults are entering the
system as inputs to the process. When the process is faulty, the input signals are
nonzero.

A disadvantage of this approach is that a fault is not always suitably modeled
as an input signal. As a consequence, the estimated input signal may resemble
noise. If the true fault affects the system as a change in the model parameters, the
response to the fault will behave like a model error for these methods.

For linear models subject to Gaussian noise, analytical results can be derived on
the distribution of the residual and the resulting diagnosis performance (Hagenblad,
Gustafsson and Klein, 2003). If the model is unknown but known to be linear,
principal component analysis (PCA) can be used. To create a system for fault
detection, only data from fault free operation are needed. For isolation, faulty data
need to be measured or simulated.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) (Pearson, 1901) is a method to reduce the
dimensionality of data by finding a projection from an original high-dimensional
space to a low-dimensional space. PCA is a useful tool with several applications.
In the fault detection context, it can be used to find a connection between model
inputs and outputs. Especially, it does not rely on a model for how the inputs
and outputs are generated except that there is a linear relation between them.
The method is therefore sometimes referred to as a “model free” method for fault
detection. The idea is to stack inputs ui and measurements yi into U and Y .
Samples from several time instants are used, normally over a window where the
window length L is a design parameter. The stacked vectors

Y =


yt

yt−1

...
yt−L+1
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and

U =


ut

ut−1

...
ut−L+1


are sampled for a large set of times. This is the training data, and can come
from measured or simulated data. The combined vector

[
Y T UT

]T is created
for all training samples. From the training data, the mean µ and covariance Σ are
estimated. Given that the inputs and outputs have a linear relationship, all samples
will lie in a low-dimensional subspace. This subspace is obtained by calculating
the singular value decomposition (SVD) of Σ. The matrices from the SVD are
the projection matrices (principal axis) and their values. The largest values are
considered to be part of the model. As part of the design, the order of the model
must be decided, i.e., how many principal components shall be used. This is a
design parameter. Variations along the principal axis are considered normal. After
calculation of the principal axis, the training stage is finished.

New samples [
Y
U

]
from the process are processed as following: the mean µ is subtracted. Then the
sample is projected on the principal axis obtained from the already calculated SVD
on the covariance Σ. The data sample will, according to the model, have small size
in the direction perpendicular to the principal axis. The length can be thresholded
to obtain an alarm.

A disadvantage with PCA is that it is restricted to a linear model and that the
order of the model needs to be decided, which is not necessarily an easy task. The
advantage is that no model is needed if measured data is available. Also, there are
relatively few parameters to tune: window size L, the number of components and
a threshold for detection.

For linear state space systems, PCA and parity space (to be discussed in the next
section) are equivalent, see (Hagenblad et al., 2003) for a discussion and application
of both PCA and the parity space approach on the same example.

PCA has been used for fault detection of batch processes. Such processes are
common in the chemical industry for manufacturing drugs and polymers. Fault
detection in batch processes pose a special difficulty, as quality variables are only
measured at the end of the process (Olsson, 2005).

Linear Parity Space

Many processes can be described with a linear state space model. Given that the
system is observable and a sliding window of sufficient length, a subspace called
the parity space can be calculated (Frank, 1990). Under no-fault conditions, the
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measurements and inputs lie in the subspace. Fault detection is obtained by check-
ing for deviation from the parity space. If Y and U are stacked measurements and
inputs from the sliding window, a residual vector can be calculated with

r = WT (Y −HU)

where H is a function of the state space model matrices and W is selected so that
r is insensitive to measurements/inputs from the parity space. For details, see for
instance (Hagenblad et al., 2003).

Selecting the matrix W is a design choice for the method. If additive measure-
ment noise is introduced in the state space model, the gain from noise to residual
can be adjusted by selection of W . Also, the gain from an additive fault input
vector to the residual is controlled by the choice of W . The sensitivity to faults
compared to the sensitivity to noise should be as large as possible. See for instance
(Zhang, Ye, Ding, Wang and Zhou, 2006) for how to select W .

If the model is unknown, training data in combination with PCA can be used
to obtain a fault detector closely related to the parity space approach (Hagenblad
et al., 2003).

Input Observers
For certain classes of nonlinear state space models observer approaches are avail-
able that can be made sensitive to faults. An example is found in (Kinnaert, 1999).
These methods form a nonlinear filter that is sensitive to faults but ideally insen-
sitive to other inputs such as process noise. In the design phase, decoupling can
often be made so that sensitivity to some faults is ideally zero. Isolation can then
be made using a set of observers followed by a decision maker.

An advantage with observers is that they work recursively. A disadvantage is
that stability must be considered in the design stage. Measurement and process
noise will affect the performance, which can be affected by selection of feedback
gain.

3.5 Diagnosis using Fault models

Many real processes consist of interconnected components, each of which can be
faulty. A method for approaching the fault handling problem is to assign fault
modes to each component. Model knowledge is then added as logic clauses, as well
as connections between components. An example is provided below.

Example 3.2 A simple circuit with a battery, a breaker and a lamp is considered.
The circuit has one fault: the lamp can be broken or not. See Fig. 3.1 for a circuit
layout. The relations between the variables are given by the following logical clauses:

• current on ∧ lamp not broken ⇒ lamp light on
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• current on ∧ lamp broken ⇒ lamp light off

• current off ⇒ lamp light off

Given the observation lamp light is off, the state can be either lamp broken or
not. If we also know the current is on, it can be inferred that the lamp is broken.

Figure 3.1: A circuit to be diagnosed. The lamp can be broken or not.

While the example above is trivial, clauses for each component can be made also
for large systems. The complexity of the diagnosis tasks grows fast, however. The
number of possible diagnosis is 2N if there are N components with two states each.
Monitoring a complex process for faults in realtime poses large demands on an
efficient diagnosis procedure.

This type of modelling is different in nature than for instance the state space
models that are used in signal based diagnosis. Binary or discrete variables are
used rather than continuous ones. This type of rule based reasoning comes from
the artificial intelligence field and has entered the diagnosis field when aiming to
find faults in electric circuits.

GDE and Sherlock
For systems based on discrete states, like Example 3.2, the General Diagnostic
Engine (GDE) (de Kleer and Williams, 1987) is a framework that can be used
for both diagnosis and deciding what measurements shall be taken to finish the
diagnosis task efficiently. It solves the diagnosis task by finding minimal sets of
faulty components that can explain the measurements. The model is built from
variables and a set of clauses, which are logical connections between variables. If
one or more of the clauses are not fulfilled, this is called a conflict, meaning that
one or more components cannot be nonfaulty. By looking for conflicts, a search is
carried out to find the diagnoses.

The number of possible diagnoses when components are combined is very large,
as it is the product of all possible states for the individual components. Many of
these diagnoses are less interesting than others. For instance, consider a system
with 10 components. Based on the measurements, a diagnosis is that components
1 and 2 are broken. Another diagnosis is that components 1,2 and 3 are broken.
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The latter diagnose is not as interesting, because it is unlikely compared to the first
diagnose. In general, minimal diagnoses are of interest. These diagnoses are the
smallest (contain fewest fault components) valid diagnoses.

The relation between all valid diagnosis and the set of minimal diagnosis is
closely related to what is called version space and its boundary in concept learning
within the machine learning field. The search for minimal diagnosis in GDE is
closely related to the Find-S algorithm for concept learning (Mitchell, 1997).

GDE was later extended to Sherlock (de Kleer and Williams, 1989), which
provides methods to search more efficient when the problem size is larger.

Livingstone
When modelling more complex systems, there are often temporal dependencies,
meaning that the system state at different times are not independent. A component
that is broken tends to remain broken. In general, the process may switch state
between faulty and nonfaulty for certain types of faults, introducing uncertainty.
Also, actions may have uncertain outcome. A command to the process can fail or
be delayed.

Systems with the properties above can be modeled as partially observable Markov
decision processes, POMDP (see (Kaelbling et al., 1998) for an introduction to
POMDPs). When considering passive diagnosis, the problem for the diagnosis pro-
cess is to track the probability distribution over the states. To do this is difficult
for larger systems, because the number of states in the POMDP model grows fast
with the number of components.

At NASA, a system called Livingstone (Williams and Nayak, 1996) has been
developed. It tracks the state by approximate state estimation, where only the most
likely trajectories are tracked. Livingstone has successfully been used at NASA for
the Deep Space 1 aircraft. Tested on a rover, it was found to not be sufficient
(Verma, 2000; Verma, Gordon, Simmons and Thrun, 2004a) as noise triggered false
alarms. Livingstone was later extended to a system called Livingstone 2 (Kurien
and Nayak, 2000). The improved version Livingstone 2 is better, as it is more
robust to noise.

CSP - Constraint Satisfaction Problem
When the model is stated as a set of clauses as shown in the beginning of this
section, the diagnostic system finds a solution by assigning a mode to each state.
This is the diagnose. Seen in this light, the diagnosis problem is a special case of a
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) (see for instance (Russell and Norvig, 2003)
for more information on CSP problems in general).

A CSP contains variables, their domains and a set of constraints. A valid
solution to the CSP assigns values to all variables. The variables shall be in inside
their respective domain, and all constraints shall be satisfied.

The lamp example is revisited here, cast as a CSP problem.
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Example 3.3 Let the lamp in Example 3.2 have the following variables and their
domains:

• current ∈ {ON, OFF}

• light ∈ {ON, OFF}

• lamp ∈ {FAULT, NOFAULT}

There are two constraints in this problem:

• if lamp=NOFAULT then light=current

• if lamp=FAULT then light=OFF

Given the observation that the light is off, there are three possible assignments:
current=ON/OFF, light=OFF, lamp=FAULT and current=OFF, light=OFF,
lamp=NOFAULT. The fault free state lamp=NOFAULT is included, and a diagno-
sis is that there is no fault in the process. If the additional observation is added
that the current is on, there is only one of the solutions from the previous step that
survives. The only solution is current=ON, light=ON, lamp=FAULT. The only
diagnose (solution) has lamp=FAULT, and the process is concluded to be faulty.

In general, basic solvers for CSP aim to find a solution as fast as possible. If
there are several solutions, the implementation and representation affect which one
of the admissible solutions is returned. In the diagnostic problem, one is interested
to find only the minimal diagnoses. This is because multiple faults are typically
more unlikely.

3.6 Diagnosis using State Estimation

Two types of models are considered here. The first is a model with only continuous
states. One or more of the states are related to the fault under consideration. State
estimation followed by a test for the state associated with the fault can then be
used. This is further discussed in the next section “State estimation”

The second model is where multiple models are used. Each fault mode is associ-
ated with one of the models. Two approaches to the diagnosis problem is discussed.
The first approach is particle filtering with hybrid states. The second approach is
to use a bank of filters.

State Estimation
Some problems are possible to approach using state estimation, where the fault is an
unknown state among other states in the process. For example, the accelerometer
bias states in a GPS/INS system can be estimated. If the bias gets too high, the
sensor is probably broken.
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In this case, the fault detection and isolation process consists of a state estimate
followed by a test for the state associated with the fault. For linear systems with
Gaussian noise, Kalman filtering can be used. Other systems may be tracked with
for instance particle filters. With these filters, sensor and process noise is handled
correctly, and the only design parameter regarding fault detection is the threshold
on the estimated state. This is opposed to methods like consistency relations, where
the threshold size is the mechanism to adjust to different noise levels.

Filter Banks and Multiple Models

When fault models are at hand and a model is available for each fault mode under
consideration, the fault detection problem can be posed as tracking a hybrid (mixed
discrete and continuous states) model. Discrete states model which fault mode the
system is in, and continuous states are used for the physical states. The diagnosis
problem is then transformed into a problem of state estimation. A usual assumption
is that the (discrete) fault states evolve according to a Markov process. If each fault
model is linear, the problem is a jump Markov linear system (JMPL)(Doucet and
Andrieu, 2001) that is a common model in the target tracking literature.

If it is assumed that the fault is constant, a simpler approach is available. The
tracker is in this case essentially a bank of filters, each one tuned to a specific
fault model. By studying which filter performs “best” in some sense, one of the
filters(fault modes) is chosen as the true state.

Tracking with Particle Filters

Particle filters are (a collection of) extremely powerful methods to track probability
distributions over state variables. More formal, a particle filter gives the approxi-
mate probability of xt of a dynamic system given by the following equations2

xk+1 = fk(xk, uk, wk) wk ∼ pw(k) (3.1)
x0 ∼ π0

zk = gk(xk, vk) vk ∼ pv(k)

Here, x is the (hidden) state variables, u is known input and measurements are
available in z. The process is disturbed by the process noise w with distribution pw.
The measurements z are a (possibly nonlinear) function g of the state, perturbed by
the measurement noise v with distribution pv. The purpose of the state tracking is
to calculate the probability distribution p(xt|zt, zt−1, . . . , z0, ut, ut−1, . . . , u0). That
is, the current state given all past measurements.

2Sometimes the dependence on time is left out, which is not the case here. In such cases, the
time dependence can be included by adding an extra state time that increases T every time step.
The two forms are equivalent.
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The particle filter solves the tracking problem (3.1) above with an approximate
method. Probability distributions are approximated by

p(x) ∼
N∑

i=1

wiδ(x− xi).

The approximation of p above is parameterized by N weights wi and centers xi,
hence the name particles. The higher the number N of particles, the better the
approximation. Having established the model 3.1, the particle filter updates the
weights and the location of the particles recursively for every measurement z. For
a more detailed introduction to particle filtering, see for instance (Arulampalam,
Maskell, Gordon, Clapp, Sci, Organ and Adelaide, 2002).

A difference to the Kalman filter is that the Kalman filter requires the model to
have linear dynamics f and measurements g. For many applications, the Kalman
filter can be applied by linearizing the functions around the current estimate. The
filter is then called an Extended Kalman filter. When the models are smooth and
the underlying probability distribution is unimodal, this is often a good approxi-
mation and is extensively used. For systems with multimodal distributions and/or
non-Gaussian noise, the Kalman filter is a not a very good choice. Even if en-
hancements of the Kalman filter exist like the unscented Kalman filter (Julier and
Uhlmann, 1997), the underlying multimodal distribution must be handled. For this
purpose, the particle filter is very suitable.

Instead of approximating the model so it can be tracked with an optimal es-
timator, the particle filter approximates the solution for the exact model. The
approximation error can be reduced with increased processing power.

The particle filter outputs the approximate probability distribution of the state
given the measurements. The distribution can be used to derive an estimate of the
state.

For fault detection, particle filters can be applied to track hybrid models, where
the state vector consists of discrete states and continuous states. This will be
further discussed in the context of fault detection within robotics, Section 4.3.

The Drawbacks with Particle Filtering for Fault Detection

Particle filters require a large computational effort compared to Kalman filters. The
tradeoff between approximation error and computational demands is made by the
number of particles. There exist more efficient methods, especially for cases when
a part of the state vector has linear dynamics subject to Gaussian noise. In that
case, the particle filter is essentially run over the remaining states. Each particle
is then a Kalman filter for a subset of the states. Another possibility is to modify
the sampling process. This is further discussed in Section 4.3.

Models have to be built for the faulty states as well as for the nominal state.
This is not trivial.
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3.7 Diagnosis using Parameter Changes

System identification is the problem of determining the parameters of a model by
studying data from experiments. The idea with using system identification for
fault detection is to continuously estimate the system’s parameters. When a fault
is present, either the parameters change or the identification error increases because
the model structure is not applicable to the faulty system.

A trivial example is a scalar system

y = θu + v

where θ = θ0 for the nominal system and v is measurement noise. Let a sliding
window parameter estimation method be

θ̂ = f(yt, yt−1, . . . , yt−N+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ȳ

, ut, ut−1, . . . , ut−N+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ū

).

A possible choice is for zero-mean noise the least-squares solution

f(ū, ȳ) =
∑t

i=t−N+1 uiyi∑t
i=t−N+1 u2

i

Faults can now be detected by studying the size of |θ − θ0|P where P is a suitable
weighting matrix in the general case. For the scalar example above, P is also scalar.

The system identification approach is suitable for systems with faults that can
be modeled as parameter changes.

Standard methods for linear systems can be found in for instance (Gertler and
Gertler, 1998).

Input-Output with Local Approach
System identification on nonlinear models is in general very difficult. For a large
class of nonlinear systems, another method is availabe which is based on detecting
change in the parameters of a system (Zhang, Basseville and Benveniste, 1998).
The method takes model equations on the form

g(u, y, θ, p) = ε (3.2)

where u and y are inputs and outputs respectively, θ is the parameters of the
system and p is the differentiation operator and g is a vector. The model errors
and measurement noise are collected to the stochastic variable ε. Because model
equations often include hidden state variables x, it may be tricky to get to the form
(3.2).

Residuals are created by first calculating what is called “primary residuals”

H =
1
2

∂gT g

∂θ
.
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Averaging and scaling is then performed to get what is called “improved residuals”

ζ =
1√
N

∑
t

H.

Averaging takes place over a sliding window of length N . By the central limit
theorem, ζ will as N →∞ approach a Gaussian vector, with distribution

ζ ∼ N (0,Σ)

in the fault free case and
ζ ∼ N (Mη,Σ)

in the fault case. The fault is expressed as η, and the matrices Σ and M can be
decided by simulations or measurements. The diagnosis problem is now a standard
problem of detecting a change in the mean of a Gaussian vector.

A drawback is that the isolation performance is not necessarily better for higher
magnitudes of the fault. This is because the approach is based on a linearization
around the nominal parameter values.

3.8 Diagnosis using a Nominal Model

Limit Checking
One of the simplest and least demanding methods for fault detection is limit check-
ing. Limit checking is to check a measured (or possibly calculated) quantity against
a threshold.

isfaulty(y(t)) =


FAULT y(t) > tmax

NO FAULT otherwise
FAULT y(t) < tmin

Example 3.4 Modern cars are usually equipped with a lateral accelerometer to be
used by the electronic stabilization system. The measured acceleration is approxi-
mately ay = b + c + θg + v where b is bias (electrical offset), c is acceleration due
to cornering, θg is due to chassis roll and v is sensor noise. To detect faults in
the measurement signal ay using limit checking requires the threshold to be above
the sum of of the components. Suppose the bias is limited to |b| < bmax = 5 m/s2,
cornering acceleration |c| < cmax = 12 m/s2, roll effect |θ| < θmax = 0.2 rad and
noise to be limited to |v| < vmax = 1 m/s2. With g ≈ 10 m/s2, the threshold needs
to be set to at least tmax = −tmin = 5 + 12 + 2 + 1 = 20 m/s2.

In Example 3.4 above, the threshold is calculated beforehand. If measurements are
available, they can be used to set the threshold, for instance using max and min
of the training data. The training data (measurements) must be representative for
the conditions the system will encounter during operation.
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The disadvantage with limit checking is that the thresholds have to be set high,
typically worst case of sensor noise, bias and normal levels. Adding these worst cases
make the threshold so high, it might never alarm in a faulty situtation. Faults that
do not appear with high levels are not detected at all, c.f. an electrical circuit which
becomes grounded to earth during a cable failure.

Simple extensions may be made to the limit checking approach, for instance low
pass filtering or averaging the measurements over a time window prior to thresh-
olding. The threshold can then be lowered.

A more refined way of thresholding is to use a CUSUM test (see for instance
(Gustafsson, 2001)). This has been used for detecting faults in a compass sensor
at a mobile robot (Østergaard, 2004).

Spectral Analysis
A method that is used for fault detection in the processing industry is spectral
analysis. It is suitable for monitoring rotating machines, for example to detect
defects in components like bearings. Damage in a ball in the bearing creates a
characteristic pattern in the acceleration spectrum, which can be detected before the
damage leads to a serious failure. See for instance (Tian, Lin, Fyfe and Zuo, 2003)
for one approach.

Nonlinear Analytical Redundancy
For linear models, parity space models can be used. This is essentially a projection
from measured data on the space that is not spanned by the model. Every compo-
nent of the measured data vector outside the space spanned by the model is due to
noise, model errors or faults.

In the nonlinear case, a corresponding operation can be done, but the projection
is a function of measured data. Section 4.4 discusses a general nonlinear method,
demonstrated on a robot arm. It is in the general case not easy to derive expressions
for the distribution of the residual, as in the linear case.

Consistency Relations
Consistency relations are equations on the form

f(u, y) = 0

which are zero in the no-fault case, and nonzero otherwise.

Example 3.5 A valve is commanded with a flow signal u. The flow q and pressure
p are measured. An accurate model of the flow is at hand, in the form of a lookup-
table relating the flow at different valve positions u and pressure drops p. Let the
table lookup be q̂ = g(u, p). A consistency relation is then

q − q̂ = q − g(u, p) = 0
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which is satisfied in the non-faulty case. If the valve is stuck, the relation is no
longer valid.

Consistency relations are tools that are useful to bring model knowledge into the
fault detection methods. A drawback with the method is that the model equa-
tions often involve unmeasured or hidden state variables, which must be dealt with
(eliminated) before the consistency relation can be calculated. By differentiating
the consistency relation with respect to time, more equations can be found that can
be useful when doing this elimination. Often this leads to high derivatives of mea-
sured variables which increases the sensitivity to measurement noise. Measurement
or process noise is not explicitly handled with this method, but is usually taken into
consideration when the consistency relation is thresholded for the detection part.
Sometimes the residual is low pass filtered to reduce single samples being over the
threshold due to noise.

3.9 Fault Isolation

Isolation, meaning to decide what type of fault is present in a process, is often
considered simultaneously with detection. In most of the methods described in
this chapter, isolation is integrated into the algorithm. However, it is common
that residuals or diagnostic tests can be designed with possibly different methods
independent of each other. Isolation can then be added in a later step, as described
in this section.

Influence Structure and Diagnosis

Most fault detection methods give (a set of) residuals, which are zero in the fault
free case and nonzero otherwise. These are normally setup differently, making tests
sensitive to some faults and insensitive to others (decoupling). Let the set of tests
be |Ti(z)| > hi where Ti is the i:th test, z measurements and hi the threshold for
test i. Some tests may be expressed as Ti(z) = true, for instance in Example 3.2.
A general method for doing diagnosis using a set of tests is to use the concept of
an influence structure (Nyberg and Frisk, 2005).

The procedure is easiest demonstrated with an example. A process with two
faults and three diagnostic tests are considered. Table 3.1 shows the influence
structure for the the process. Fault isolation can be made using the influence
structure, given the output of the tests. A diagnose is formally a hypothesis on the
system state that can explain the behavior. The process with influence structure
shown in Table 3.1 is considered. If tests T1 and T2 have reacted but T3 not, it can
be concluded that Fault 2 is present.
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Faults
No fault Fault 1 Fault 2

T1 0 1 X
Tests T2 0 0 1

T3 0 1 0

Table 3.1: Example of an influence structure. A 0 on position (i, j) means test i
is insensitive to fault j, while a 1 means it surely reacts. If X is used, it means
the test may react. The reason for tests having an uncertain reaction is that the
excitation must be in a certain direction, or the sensitivity is low due to conservative
set thresholds.

Bayesian Networks
When modelling a system, variables depend on each other. In most cases, each
variable depends only on a subset of the other variables. In this case, a Bayesian
network can be a useful model, taking a middleway between assuming full depen-
dencies and total independence. Such a model is then a very efficient representation
for the true system, given that each variable only depends on a subset of the others.
For diagnostic tasks, Bayesian networks can be used to model a system, and use
the model for state tracking (Lerner, Parr, Koller and Biswas, 2000).

Figure 3.2: Bayesian networks for diagnosis. The top figure shows a state estimator
where the process is modelled as a Bayesian network. It outputs the probabilities
for different fault modes. The lower figure displays a isolation performed with a
Bayesian network. A set of tests sends its binary outputs to the isolation module,
which outputs probabilities for different fault modes. No assumptions or model
need to be made on the process.

Another possibility is to use a Bayesian network to do isolation, based on the
output of a set of tests created with any method (Pernestål, Nyberg and Wahlberg,
2006a). Because faults affect the tests with a certain probability, it is desirable
to take the uncertainty into account in the isolation stage. Some tests may be
very dependent, meaning they react similar to certain faults. This method takes
a Bayesian approach to learning the network, which has the advantage that the
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resulting isolation is gradually improved the more training data is available. If
no training data is available but only a table with the influence structure, the
method results in an isolation method being equal to the isolation part of Sherlock
(Pernestål, Nyberg and Wahlberg, 2006b).

3.10 Diagnosis under Model Uncertainty

A problem with model based diagnosis is that reliable fault detection depends on
accurate models. A method to incorporate model uncertainty into the design of
the fault detector is presented in (Frisk and Nielsen, 2006). The method is closely
related to design of H∞ optimal controllers. The faults enter the system as inputs
to a linear uncertain model. Process noise is handled in a consistent way.

3.11 Fault Recovery

Recovery is most important for applications that operate far from reach of human
hands, or extremely critical applications where fast response is needed. An example
of the former is space vehicles; the latter is exemplified by the stabilized feedback
loop of fighter aircraft which requires a too fast response time to include human
intervention. A useful tool for recovery is decision theory.

Decision Theory

Decision theory can be used for both fault detection and accommodation. This
concerns modelling of decision situations and how to define and find optimal deci-
sions.

Example 3.6 An alarm for a broken sensor is raised in a factory. It is known
that if the sensor is broken, production quality is lowered, causing losses of $1000.
If the process is stopped and the sensor is replaced, downtime costs $100. If the
alarm is false (the sensor is not broken), the production quality is not affected and
no downtime occurs. Shall the sensor be replaced?

In Example 3.6, it is not clear what is the optimal decision. The pessimistic decision
maker would assume the sensor is broken and replace it, to avoid the worst case of
losing $1000. On the other end, the optimistic decision maker assumes the alarm
is false, and avoids costs. The risk is then that the sensor actually is broken. In
order to select actions, a payoff matrix can be setup. For the previous example, it
becomes as follows: Depending on if the sensor is broken or not, the best decision
may be either of the two above. In a one-step decision problem like this, it is easy
to define different decision criteria. Given the payoff matrix Table 3.2, the different
criteria can be evaluated (Grubbström, 1977; Hansson, 1994):
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True sensor state
Decision broken not broken

replace -$100 -$100
do not replace -$1000 $0

Table 3.2: Table of outcome for Example 3.6

Wald is the pessimistic choice, assuming the worst will happen. The choice tries
to minimize the effects from the worst-case scenario. In Example 3.6, the
decision is to not replace, because it is better to lose $100 than $1000.

Hurwicz maximizes a value weighted between the worst and best outcome. A factor
(“optimist factor”) is used for the weight, where values 0 and 1 are the special
cases of optimistic and pessimistic decisions.

Laplace assumes all outcomes are equally likely, and selects the action that maximizes
the expected value of the outcome. In Example 3.6, the decision is to replace,
because the expected outcome is -$100 and -$500 respectively.

Savage is the choice if one wants to regret as little as possible. That means, the choice
with smallest span between best and worst case is selected. In Example 3.6,
this means to choose replace. Note that this choice may be a bit odd in some
cases: rows with equal values in all columns will always win, regardless of the
value!

Bayes assumes the probabilities of the outcome are known, and selects the action
that maximizes the expected outcome. In Example 3.6, the choice is to re-
place the sensor if the probability of it being faulty is higher than 0.1. This
demonstrates how this criterion can be used as decision support: it may be
easier to judge if the probability of the sensor being broken is above or below
this threshold, than to estimate the exact value.

In game theory, one is often interested in pessimistic optimality, because the
opponent does not select actions randomly. It is therefore beneficial to limit the
maximum damage the opponent can make.

Decision theory can also be used to decide if it is worth to acquire more infor-
mation. For instance, if one suspects that some component is faulty, is it worth
paying money/spending time/wasting battery life on closer examination? This may
be really useful, and is an important design question for fault handling systems.

For real problems, it may be impossible to get perfect information, for instance
because of sensor noise or not being able to place sensors at the correct position.
In those cases, the available information that can be gained is imperfect. Still, it
may be useful. Taking the uncertainty into account, it is possible to calculate the
value of information. The optimal choice is in the uninformed case based on the
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distribution of outcomes
p(outcomei).

When more information is available, the optimal choice is based on

p(outcomei|information).

For both situations, the expected profit can be calculated based on the outcome
distribution. The difference in expected profit is the value of the imperfect infor-
mation. Knowing the value of information, it is possible to decide if extra costs
(money, risk, time, battery life) should be spent acquiring the information.

Decision theory as presented here is straightforward and easy to understand for
small problems. In reality, it may be difficult to setup the payoff matrix, or estimate
probabilities of outcome. This drawback is shared with other approaches as well.
A larger problem is that many problems, especially robot problems, tend to be of
multistep character. The standard problem setup is then converted into a decision
tree, which grows rapidly. To handle these kinds of problems, other approaches like
Markov Decision Process (MDP) or Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP) models are available.

Precomputed Controllers
In (Zhang and Jiang, 2001), the interacting multiple models (IMM) method is used
to detect faults in a jump Markov linear system. Each fault mode is represented
as a linear model, and the system jumps between the models with a Markov chain.
The IMM tracker calculates the mode probabilities recursively.

Based on the probability distriubtion over the fault modes, an appropriate con-
trol action is chosen. A set of precomputed controllers are combined to calculate
a control signal that maintains the system behaviour as close to the original as
possible even in the presence of a fault.

3.12 Active Excitation for Diagnosis

Usually, fault detection and diagnosis systems are passive, meaning they do not
interfere with commanded input to the process they supervise. However, if the pro-
cess can be excited, the fault detection may be simplified significantly. In (Hanlon
and Maybeck, 2000), control signals are dithered with a sinusoidal input for an
aeroplane. A bank of Kalman filters, each tuned to specific faults, are frequency
analyzed with respect to the residual. By studying the dithered input frequency,
model mismatch is detected, indicating that the model is incorrect. A problem with
dithering the inputs is that the input is unwanted for other aspects than diagnosis.
For the aeroplane, the level must be set to a level not noticeable by the pilot or the
passengers.

For autonomous robots, it is easier to justify choosing input with respect to
diagnosis performance. This is because robots are autonomous and do not carry
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passengers (excluding semi-autonomous wheel chairs and driverless trains). Map
building is an area within robotics where the input may be selected actively, to
maximize the efficiency of the map building. Both diagnosis excitation and active
map building are examples of input design, which is the problem of choosing an
input to maximize the performance of an estimation process. Input design is an im-
portant part of system identification within the control community, see for instance
(Barenthin, 2006).

3.13 Conclusion

In this chapter, several methods for fault detection and isolation have been dis-
cussed. There are different approaches, ranging from state estimation and signal
processing to rule based methods from the AI field. For robots, different parts of
the system can probably best be described by using different models. Sensors are
maybe best supervised using a fault detection approach based on filters and esti-
mation, while the planning system is maybe best supervised by a logic based fault
detection system.



Chapter 4

Fault Handling within Robotics

Fault detection is a relatively new area of research in the robotics field. This might
not be very surprising, as other more fundamental problems such as planning and
navigation have needed much attention. In comparison to typical control applica-
tions like process control, fault detection for robots poses several challenges such as
limited processing power, changing and uncertain environment and interaction with
humans. A specific problem has been encountered during experiments with museum
robots. Persons try to explore the robots limits by covering its sensors and push
it (Burgard, Cremers, Fox, Hähnel, Lakemeyer, Schulz, Steiner and Thrun, 1999).
Besides these types of faults, faults appearing during interaction with the environ-
ment are much more common for service robots than for other applications like
industrial robots. For instance, failed grasping of objects can make the robot ac-
cidentally drop objects. Failing data association during guiding may lead to the
robot following the wrong person.

There are relatively few examples of fault handling in the robotics field, espe-
cially if only autonomous robots are considered. In this chapter, some examples of
fault detection applied on robots are discussed.

4.1 Methods Based on Additive Faults

Nonlinear Observers for Robot Arms
Robot arms are typically nonlinear systems, as the mass matrix is typically de-
pending on the position of the robot, and Coriolis effects in the motion equations.
To do model based fault detection on such systems, a method that can handle
nonlinear models is required. In (De Luca and Mattone, 2004), the concept of
generalized momenta is used. A nonlinear observer is used, in combination with
adapting the parameters of the robot. By design, the observer does not need the
inverse of the mass matrix, nor acceleration measurements. Noise is not considered,
but can to some extent be handled by adjusting the speed of the residual response.
This is done with a gain matrix, similar to pole placement in observer design in

39
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basic control theory. A similar approach is used in (McIntyre, Dixon, Dawson and
Walker, 2004). Here, the inverse of the matrix needs to be calculated every time
step. Sensor noise is not considered here either. Both approaches assume the input
is an additive torque. The model is therefore not necessarily a good choice for
detecting other types of faults.

4.2 Rule Based Methods

Sensor Fusion Effects Exception Handling
In (Murphy and Hershberger, 1996), a method called SFX-EH is presented. It is a
method aiming to detect sensing failures (a wider definition than sensor failures).
By generating hypothesis about the state, failing sensors can be discovered and
possibly recovered from. The experimental platform is equipped with sensors that
can replace each other, which simplifies the recovery problem.

The authors state some interesting insights:

• it is unrealistic to explicitly model all possible failure modes.

• the robot can actively perceive

• exception handling is secondary.

• exception handling must be integrated with the rest of the system.

4.3 State Estimation Methods

Using Particle Filters for Fault Detection
Particle filters, introduced in Section 3.6, can be used for fault detection. The
particle filter itself is a tool to track the probability distribution over the states of a
model. Fault detection therefore relies on having reasonably correct models of the
process and its faults.

An example of particle filters for fault detection and identification is given in
(Verma, Gordon, Simmons and Thrun, 2004b) where a rover is considered. A hybrid
model is used, with discrete states for the fault modes, and continuous states for
the physical states. The particle filter outputs the probability distribution over
both discrete states (faults) and continuous states. When the fault probabilities
are known, the appropriate action can be taken. This is a decision problem, which
is handled by the planning system of the robot. The action planning system on the
Mars rover can benefit from knowing the probability distribution.

Problems and Fixes

A problem with using particle filters for fault detection is that faults are very
unlikely. For the filter to have enough samples in interesting regions, the number
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of particles needed is very high. In (Thrun, Langford and Verma, 2002), this is
solved by creating particles with a probability function proportional to both the
risk of being in a certain state and the probability of being there. This means
that regions in the state space that are “dangerous” are represented among the
particles, even if the probability of the system being there is low. The method is
called risk sensitive particle filter. The revised filter is with this extension possible
able to track unlikely but important states, typically found in diagnosis tasks. To
evaluate the risk of being in certain states, a decision theoretic model is used. This
method may however be used even if the method for calculating the risk is less
sophisticated.

Another approach to solve the problem with having too few particles in in-
teresting regions is the variable resolution particle filter (Verma, Thrun and Sim-
mons, 2003). With this approach, modes with similar behavior are merged into an
abstract mode. Abstract modes can be merged into another abstract mode, forming
a tree where the top is a coarse description and the bottom the fine grained, original
states. The tracking operates on a certain level in the tree. Working in an abstract
state requires less particles, as the number of states is lower. For the method to
be useful, the abstraction level is changed depending on the current state of the
tracker. The resolution is changed depending on the state, causing a suitable level
of abstraction to be used. This approach reduces the number of particles needed
for a certain level of accuracy.

In many cases, a subset of the state variables can be described using a linear
model with Gaussian noise, if the remaining variables are known. The subset can
then be propagated with a Kalman Filter, while the remaining variables are ob-
tained from a particle filter. This is essentially a set of particles, each particle being
a separate Kalman Filter. These filters are referred to as Rao-Blackwellised particle
filters. Several approaches exist: (Hutter and Dearden, 2003) uses an unscented
Kalman Filter for propagation, (Morales-Menendez, de Freitas and Poole, 2002)
and (Gustafsson, Gunnarsson, Bergman, Forssell, Jansson, Karlsson and Nord-
lund, 2002) use regular Kalman Filters. The performance increases because the
state dimension decreases. Each step is heavier to calculate than for the standard
particle filter, but this is more than outweighed by the increased performance.

Problems without Fixes

The big disadvantage with particle filters for fault diagnosis is the need to supply
models for the state transition and noise process, even for the faulty modes. This
can be very difficult - most often the fault modes are not known apriori. If an
unmodelled fault occurs, it is not certain how the filter reacts, because the model
is then invalid.
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Bank of Kalman Filters
To do fault detection on a differential drive robot, a bank of Kalman filters is used
in (Roumeliotis, Sukhatme and Bekey, 1998). Each filter is tuned to an individual
fault. The idea is that the filter that has the correct model will be able to predict the
measurements best. By computing the probability of each fault, fault isolation is
obtained. The model keeps an artificial imposed floor on probabilities, to prevent
probabilities from dying out. This is not correct for the probabilities; especially
information on the prior probability of faults is lost. The threshold is needed,
because it is assumed that the mode that the process is in is constant. The estimate
is essentially a maximum likelihood estimate.

A possible cure for needing to impose lower values on the probabilities is to use
a Markov chain to model the fault modes. The problem is then turned into a jump
Markov linear system.

A drawback shared with the particle filter approach for fault detection, is that
specific fault models are needed.

4.4 Methods using Deviation from Nominal Model

Nonlinear Analytic Redundancy
Analytic redundancy is the concept of being able to calculate a quantity in more
than one way. This appears when several sensors measure the same quantity. It is
related to the concept of parity space.

The idea about nonlinear analytic redundancy is to calculate functions Ω and
Θ such that the residual vector R is

R = ΩΘ(u, y).

In absence of noise and model error, the residual is zero. The method is a projection
in the linear case. The residuals are not trivial to calculate, and they can result
in complex expressions. Nonlinear analytic redundancy is demonstrated on a two
degree of freedom robot arm in (Leuschen, Cavallaro and Walker, 2002). The
analytic expression for the residuals covers approximately one page each.

Container Freighter-Straddle Carrier
In (Scheding, Nebot and Durrant-Whyte, 2000), a straddle carrier is considered.
Faults are detected by monitoring the innovation of a Kalman filter. By studying
the transfer function from faults to the innovation, the detection performance is
analysed. Only fault detection is considered. It is discussed that hardware redun-
dancy may not always help. This is exemplified with duplicating a speed sensor
attached on a wheel. If the wheel is locked, the measured speed is still not mea-
surable, leading to the conclusion that sensors are better used when exposed to
different faults rather than duplication of hardware.
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4.5 Other Methods

Thresholding a Robot Arm
A fault detection system was used on a robotic arm (Zanaty, 1993). Redundant
sensors were compared to each other and the prescribed trajectory (McIntyre et al.,
2004). Many false alarms occurred; leading to the conclusion that a model based
approach was needed.

In general, sensor noise seem to be important to consider in robotic applications
(Verma, 2000; Verma et al., 2004a).

Thresholding a Magnetic Sensor
In (Østergaard, 2004), a fault in a compass sensor is discussed for a mobile robot.
A CUSUM test (see for instance (Gustafsson, 2001)) is used to detect faults. Ac-
commodation is done by disregarding the sensor and use other sensors instead.

Museum Robot
The museum robots described in (Nourbakhsh et al., 2003) operated autonomously
for long times. To increase the reliability of the localization system, the environment
was modified by adding artificial landmarks. They early versions signaled faults to
staff via pagers. This was gradually replaced with a fault handling system, in order
to increase the autonomy of the robot. The fault handling system was a part of
the software architecture, and was built by checking exit status from actions. As
an example, battery voltage was checked after docking to the charging station. If
it did not rise, a retry action was called which in this case was to undock and then
dock again. This strategy proved successful, and mean time between failure rates
between 72 and 216 hours were reached.

4.6 Conclusions

As the examples show, fault handling can increase the reliability of a robot system.
For the museum robot mentioned, it raised the mean time between failures which is
important to keep costs down for operation. For the Mars rover, the fault detection
system is necessary because the robot is on another planet, far beyond reach.

Fault detection on robots is for the examples shown here not based on hard-
ware redundancy, even if robots often have many sensors. Instead, model based
approaches are used.to provide redundancy.

Several approaches are represented: one analytical redundancy approach and
two observer based methods for robot arms. Models with specific fault models are
used in conjunction with filter banks and particle filtering. A less formal approach is
incorporation of rules in the software system, exemplified by the SFX-EH approach
and the museum robot.
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The conclusion is that fault detection is a means for increasing reliability and
performance for robotic systems. Also, faults affecting the locomotion and localiza-
tion system is primarily studied, compared to detecting faults in the environment
such as failed tasks.



Chapter 5

Fault Detection using Pose
Providers

The main contribution in this thesis is a fault detector, consisting of a model, a
tracker and a decision function. Faults affecting the localization system of a robot
are considered. This includes not only sensor and actuator (locomotion) faults, but
also faults like wheel slip due to collision and failing localization algorithms. While
most approaches for fault detection operate on raw sensor data level, the current
approach operates on a higher level, where localization modules already have fused
the sensor data. The advantage is that many different localization algorithms can
be used to serve the fault detection algorithm, without requiring modifications or
access to the code. Besides decreased implementation time, the flexibility of the
proposed method is high.

5.1 Introduction

For mobile service robots, a crucial part of the system is to navigate reliably, mean-
ing to move the robot between places while avoiding losing track of its position.
Such functionality is needed in e.g., fetch-and-carry tasks for service robots and
supervising tasks for guard robots. For such tasks, it is necessary for the robot not
to lose track of its position in order to be successful.

While navigation is the problem of both moving the robot reliably and to know
the position of the robot, localization is the problem of knowing the robots position.

One can think of applications where the dependence on localization is small.
Pool cleaners that move in a random pattern is an example. Sometimes, it is
possible to reduce the demands on localization by adding external functionality. A
robotic lawn mower that moves within an area limited by an emitting wire, does
not necessarily need localization, until it needs to find the recharging station. A
problem like this can be solved by letting the robot explore the (limited) space
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randomly until it captures a signal from the charging station, e.g., infrared light or
similar. It can then use a control scheme to dock to the charging station.

When studying more complicated mobile robots, the localization system is a
more or less mandatory part of the system. The complexity of it and the demands
can differ widely, however.

The localization problem is relatively easy to formulate: given sensor data,
estimate the robots position. Topics within localization are for instance map repre-
sentation, sensor and motion modelling and estimation algorithms. An important
constraint that is usually present, is that the localization must be recursive to be
able to implement it to run in realtime.

Because localization is so important for autonomous robotics, much effort has
been put into it and the field is relatively mature. Long periods of autonomous
robot operation are documented, covering periods from days to years (Nourbakhsh
et al., 2003; Thrun et al., 1999).

Even if a localization system performs well, it might still happen that the lo-
calization fails and the robot loses its position. Losing the position means that the
task cannot be accomplished. The risk of collision is also increased, as there might
be obstacles marked on the robot’s map that are not possible to detect with normal
sensors and thus not captured by obstacle avoidance mechanisms. An example of
such an obstacle is descending stairs.

Clearly, the success of the robot is highly dependent on the integrity of the
localization system. The importance of the localization system for a mobile robot
can be compared to how much an industrial robot is depending on its joint encoders.

5.2 Localization Methods and Robustification

Localization is the task of determining where the robot is from sensor readings.
Usually, robots have a multitude of sensors to use for navigation. Odometry, laser
scanners (see Section 6.1) and sonar sensors are typical sensors found on service
robots.

Because localization is often used in real-time, it is usually performed recur-
sively, estimating the robot position from past observations. Some applications like
certain kinds of map building can be carried out offline. Here, online localization is
considered because it is critical for safe operation of the robot. The output of the
localization algorithm is used in the feedback loop for the lowlevel robot controller.
If the feedback loop is broken, the robot moves in the dark.

The readings from the sensors are not trivial functions of the environment (apart
from odometry), and must be interpreted using a complex model for the environ-
ment. The latter is often some kind of map. A topic on its own is how to represent
the environment in the map, so that it fits into the analysis and also is efficient
enough to be updated and processed in real-time. In domestic environments, per-
sons in close proximity to the robot may cover the robots sensors. An even worse
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situation is robots that operate in crowds, for instance robotic museum guides.
Such a robot may very well be entirely surrounded by a group of people.

A major problem that must be handled is that the environment may be un-
known, or even worse, changing. First the problem of unknown environment: this
is usually solved by letting the robot build its own map of the environment. This
is complicated because it actually consists of the bootstrap problem: to build a
map, the robot must know its position, but to find the robot’s position, the map
must be known. This problem is referred to as SLAM, simultaneous localization
and mapping. It is an entire field within robotics.

Leaving the unknown environment problem, a maybe more difficult problem
is to handle changes in the environment. Changes may appear when furniture is
moved, persons are moving around or when doors change state from closed to open.
This puts special demands on the localization system.

Based on the discussion above, the following components need to be in place to
solve the localization problem:

• A model of the robot, meaning how the robot moves and turns, e.g. kinemat-
ics. Information on the robots normal speed range can also be useful.

• A model of the environment, which is used to model how the world is perceived
through the robots sensors. If the world is dynamic, it may be needed to
model how the changes are done. If the robot is surrounded by humans, pets
or other robots, sensors may give strange readings. If it can be modelled and
properly handled, the localization performance can be increased.

• A sensor model, describing the sensor output as a function of the world.
Direction and sensitivity of sensors is inserted here, for instance if sensors can
be occluded. Noise and bias is usually also handled here.

Besides the components above, uncertainty in the system needs to be handled.
Ambiguous initial position, uncertain sensor readings and difficulties in classifying
objects as static (e.g. walls and pillars) or moving (e.g. persons, doors) calls for
methods that can handle uncertainty. A common approach for localization is to use
a Kalman filter (Leonard and Durrant-Whyte, 1991). As the Kalman filter only can
approximate a unimodal probability distribution, methods to handle ambiguous sit-
uations have been developed. One example is (Jensfelt and Kristensen, 2001), where
multiple hypotheses are used to represent the uncertainty of the robot position. An-
other example is to use particle filters to represent the uncertainty (Dellaert, Fox,
Burgard and Thrun, 1999).

Increasing robustness against the phenomena described here has been a driving
force for developing localization methods. In (Avots, Lim, Thibaux and Thrun,
2002), movable doors are detected and removed from the map in order not to entice
the localization system when doors are opening or closing. Having people standing
around the robot while building a map of the environment can confuse the robot.
In (Hähnel, Schulz and Burgard, 2002), laser echoes from people are detected and
removed prior to feeding the laser data into the map building system.
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5.3 The Need for Fault Detection

If a collision occurs, the robot should minimize the damage by taking recovery
actions such as doing an emergency stop. Such collisions might hurt people or
damage the robot, and must be avoided to the greatest possible extent.

Faults typically have a low probability of occurring, but the costs associated with
them are high. Most systems work well under normal operating conditions, but their
performance degrade significantly upon unexpected events, such as failing sensors
or undetected obstacles. For applications in a domestic setting, the environment
is changing and there are people moving in the close proximity of the robot. For
such applications, users may not be supervising or may not even be able to help
the robot if an unwanted situation occurs.

There are many things that can make the localization system fail, e.g. collisions
or sliding against something that makes the robot rotate, slippage when running
over a cable or a threshold, or because users push the robot. Earlier studies have
shown that users are prone to test the limits of the robot capabilities, trying to
destroy it or harassing it on purpose (Burgard, Cremers, Fox, Hähnel, Lakemeyer,
Schulz, Steiner and Thrun, 1999). Detecting faults in the localization system im-
proves the performance in such situations. An example of a situation where the
localization will fail is shown in Fig. 5.1. This situation could for instance occur if
the robot is exploring the world to build a map of the environment, or if the ob-
stacle is not included in the existing map. These two situations are representative
for what a service robot can encounter. In the case shown in the figure, there are
very few (if any) systems that can handle the situation, and the robot will almost
certainly lose track of its position. Regardless of how the robot got into the situ-
ation, there is in this case no sensor on the robot that can detect that the top of
the robot is in contact with the table. As the robot strives forward, the wheels will
start spinning on the floor because of the contact with the table. This situation
could be mitigated by adding more sensors, until the point that there would be
bumpers all over the robot. Adding sensors increases complexity, space and cost,
and does not seem to be a promising solution.

For the planning mechanism of the robot, it might be of equally high importance
to know that there has been a collision as it is to maintain localization performance.
This implies that robust localization is not enough for successful operation, but
should be accompanied with a fault detection system.

Proposition:
Increase the robot’s robustness to faults by adding fault detection to the

localization system

5.4 Alternative Methods

Several contributions for detecting faulty sensors related to localization exist. In
(Roumeliotis et al., 1998), a bank of Kalman filters, each one tuned to a specific
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Figure 5.1: A Pioneer robot in collision (see arrow in top right corner) with a table.
This is not observable by the laser scanner (blue), sonars or the bumper switches
since they are vertically displaced compared to the table. At the back of the robot
(left in the picture), there is a caster wheel. As the robot drives forward against
the table, the weight transfers to the caster wheel and the wheels slip against the
floor.

fault, is used to do detection. Fault isolation is obtained by studying which of
the residuals are large. The approach is demonstrated on a differential drive robot
equipped with wheel encoders (odometry) and a rate gyro. In this approach, the
detection is implemented in close conjunction with the sensors. Another approach
is presented in (Lu, Collins and Selekwa, 2004). Multiple sensors are combined to
obtain several estimates of robot position, orientation and speed based on different
sensors for each estimate. The pairwise differences between the estimates are then
used as residuals. Based on what residuals are small and large, a table mapping high
residuals to specific faults is used to isolate faults. Localization is then performed
with the subset of sensors that are considered functioning. It is not clear how
the algorithm handles accelerometer and gyroscope drift, which would cause the
position estimates to drift away compared to the odometry based estimates.

An important difference between the proposed method and the methods in
(Roumeliotis et al., 1998) and (Lu et al., 2004) is that those methods operate on a
sensor level, while the proposed method operates on a higher level.
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A way to increase the possibility to detect and accommodate faults is to add
more sensors. Hardware may be doubled or more (Hardware redundancy), or
redundancy can be added by observing the same thing with different sensors.
One approach based on the latter is “gyrodometry”, presented in (Borenstein and
Feng, 1996). In this case, the difference of yaw rate reported by a gyro and odom-
etry is thresholded to decide which source of rotational speed should be used for
positioning.

In (Verma et al., 2004b), a particle filter is used for fault detection and isolation
on a rover. One fault model is used for each fault mode, which requires knowledge
of faults and their behavior. With a Kalman filter tracking the normal state, it is
possible to test for deviation from the normal (fault free) model, thus requiring a
model only for normal behavior.

5.5 Similarity to Localization - Motivation

The role of the localization system is to fuse information from the sensors to a reli-
able estimate of the robots position. To do this, modelling is required, as discussed
in Section 5.2. It is understood that a large effort is required to construct a local-
ization algorithm, especially when robustness against changes in the environment is
needed. For a robot to be useful in a domestic environment, robustness is essential.

In this thesis, model based fault detection is considered. Much information
is available about the robot and its environment. Using an approach for fault
detection that does not use this information is difficult. For instance, a laser scanner
may give hundreds of range values at every sample. Without a model for how the
samples are related to the robot and its interaction with the environment, it is
nearly impossible to tell if there is a fault or not.

Using a model based fault detection approach, the modelling need is closely
related to the localization problem. Modelling is needed at least in these areas:

• Robot motion

• Environment

• Sensor characteristics

This list shall be compared to the list presented in Section 5.2, which is identical
to the list above. However, if more information is available on the faults, this in-
formation can also be added to the fault detection system. Especially the diagnosis
can be improved if more detailed information of fault characteristics, telling what
type of fault is present in the process.

Noting the similarity between the localization problem and the fault detection
problem, it is interesting to investigate how the two areas can contribute to each
other. First, it is noted that most sensors on a robot are placed there for localization
purposes. Second, very many methods of localization exist and thereby models for
the robot, environment and sensors. The number of fault detection methods for
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mobile robots is very low compared to the number of localization methods. How
can the knowledge gained in the localization community be transferred to the fault
detection problem?

One possibility is to use the models developed within the localization commu-
nity, and transfer them to the fault detection model. This means that two copies
of the model are implemented on the robot: one in the localization system and one
in the fault detection system. If a localization system is already used, independent
and equal calculations are performed in parallel which demands more processing
power. To change a localization method to also detect faults requires access to the
code and often a large effort for implementation. It is also required that sensor
data can be read. This is normally not a problem, but routing sensor signals to the
fault detection system adds complexity and demands more processing power from
the robot.

Here, an alternative approach is taken. Instead of dealing with sensor data di-
rectly, the sensor data is fused on a high level, after being processed by existing
localization algorithms. This way, the modelling power and tuning in the local-
ization system can be utilized. Access is not required to system internals. The
modelling problem is still present, but reduced to modelling the outputs of the lo-
calization algorithms, as opposed to model the sensor data directly. This way, fault
detection benefits from the achievements in the localization community.

A general concept of a localization module or sensor is introduced, pose provider.
By this generalization, most localization algorithms can be treated in a similar way,
increasing the flexibility for the fault detection. If more sensors are mounted or new
pose providers are available, the fault detector can be easily adapted to also use
information from the new pose providers as well.

5.6 Modelling

The approach taken here does not need to model sensor data directly, because
it uses refined data. Some modelling is still needed. The problem of modelling
the environment and sensors is reduced to model the pose providers. Faults are
modelled as deviations from a nominal model, and specific fault models are not
needed. In the following sections, a model is presented that makes it possible to
decide what is a normal deviation and what is not.

Robot Motion Control

Most robots are controlled by a multi-layered control architecture. A low-level
feedback controller is used for the motion commands (motor voltages), where wheel
encoders are used to read the speeds. The reference value is usually set by a
higher level controller which can guide the robot between waypoints. The next
layer decides where the waypoints should be to incorporate demands on obstacle
avoidance and possibly social behavior. Possibly, a top level controller decides
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what the robot shall do, for instance moving between rooms. Regarding the fault
detection for localization, the low-level controller is of interest. The controller aims
to make the wheel speeds follow the reference. Wheel motion is observed through
the odometry system, using wheel encoders.

On a robot with an odometry system based on wheel encoders, the robot’s speed
is known with relatively high precision, given that the robot does not slip. If there
is a fault in the odometry, or wheel slip occurs, odometry is no longer reliable.
Therefore, one cannot ultimately trust odometry as a source for robot speed. In
the models for the robot, the true robot speed is referred to as uc. This is different
from the reference speed, which is the setpoint for the low-level robot controller.

Robot Motion Model

In this thesis, differential drive robots are considered. Such robots are equipped
with two driven wheels located on either side of the robot, and one or more caster
wheels to balance and carry the weight of the robot. Turning and moving forward
is done by changing the speed on left and right wheels. Two robots with differential
drive systems are shown in Fig. 5.2. Assuming the robot does not slip on the floor,
the robot moves along a circle if the wheel speeds are fixed. Unlike cars, there is no
restriction on the radius of the circle, meaning the robot can turn on the spot or
go straight ahead. The robot can not move sideways, and is thus non-holonomic.

Figure 5.2: Two robots with differential drive systems. On the left, the robot
Dumbo is shown, an ActivMedia robot. To the right, Goofy is shown, also an
ActivMedia robot. The main wheels are clearly visible, while the caster wheels are
hidden at the back of the robot (to the left in the pictures).

Given that the robot moves with negligible slipping, the motion of the robot
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can be described withx
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where x, y and θ are the position and orientation in a rectilinear two-dimensional
planar coordinate system. The sample interval between time t and t+1 is T . Robot
speed is given in uc, consisting of uf (forward speed) and uω (rotational speed).
Because the ideal robot moves on a circle if subjected to constant inputs uf and uω,
(5.1) is an approximation. For pure rotational or translational moves, the model
is exact. The approximation can be made arbitrarily small by reducing T . The
motion model (5.1) is a standard model in the target tracking community. There
it is typically used to model the motion of airborne targets.

The model of motion is independent of the coordinate system. It essentially
states that the translation and rotation of the robot are piecewise constant.

5.7 Pose Providers

The term pose provider is used for sensors or systems that deliver estimates of the
robot’s position. The estimates do not need to be in the same coordinate system
or have the same update rate. See Fig. 5.3 for a visualization of different pose
providers having different meanings of where the robot is. All these systems have
their own characteristics of drift and noise.

Examples of pose providers are odometry, which can be regarded as a sensor, and
SLAM1, which is an algorithm. Other examples are scan matching based odometry
(Lu and Milios, 1994), visual odometry (Nister, Naroditsky and Bergen, 2004) and
wireless localization (Ladd, Bekris, Marceau, Rudys, Kavraki and Wallach, 2002).
It is important that the pose providers provide redundancy. Many localization
modules assume that the odometry is quite reliable and will fall back to odometry
when the sensor readings do not match. In that case, odometry and the localization
module will behave equal. Since there is no redundancy left, there is no way to
detect that a fault has occurred.

As mobile robots often are equipped with many different types of sensors, and
there are several algorithms that use a subset of the sensors, it is not difficult finding
independent pose providers. An example of a basic system is to use odometry as
one pose provider and an integrator that integrates motion control commands to
position as a second pose provider.

An important property of a pose provider is if the estimation error is bounded
or not. Inertial localization systems and odometry have position errors that grow
over time, while systems like SLAM and map based localization systems typically
have position errors that remain bounded. The approach presented here can handle
both types of systems.

1Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
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Figure 5.3: The pose providers might use different coordinate systems, as indicated
by the figure. Drift in the pose providers will make the coordinate systems move
around with time.

A pose provider delivers an estimate or measurement of the robots position
which for pose provider number i is a position and orientation

ri =

xi

yi

θi

 (5.2)

in a two-dimensional planar environment. The position of the coordinate system
may be unknown. Some pose providers will use a coordinate system that is reset
upon restart of the robot, with examples such as odometry and inertial systems.
Other pose providers may use a coordinate frame that is reset the first time the
robot is started. This may be the case for pose providers that build a map, for
instance SLAM algorithms. A third class of pose providers give the position in an
absolute coordinate system, such as GPS receivers.

If the coordinate system for a specific pose provider is unknown, it is possible
to calculate a coordinate transform between the pose providers. This solves the
problem of having unknown coordinate systems. A possible fault detection method
would be to convert all pose provider outputs to a single coordinate system, and
then compare the output. However, the problem of drift in the coordinate system
still remains, making this approach unusable. Because of imperfection and sensor
noise in the pose providers, their coordinate system will slowly move. The fault
detection method must be able to handle drift.

To be able to use the pose providers, their drift must be modelled. Different
characteristics of the pose provider must be allowed.

Approach 1 - Moving Coordinate Transforms

One possibility is to introduce a coordinate transform for each pose provider. Drift
in the pose provider is modelled as a change in the transform. If the pose provider
erroneously believs the robot rotates, the origin of the coordinate transform will
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move due to the robots distance to the origin. This causes a “lever effect", which
is inconvenient to model.

Approach 2 - Physically Based Model
Another possibility to model drift is to make a physically based model of the drift.
Study the output of the wellknown pose provider odometry. Because odometry
calculates position by accumulation of wheel rotation, small measurement errors will
cause drift after passing through the integration. The relation, where measurement
error is included, is
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where ε is an odometric error. This is model (5.1) with measurement error added
to it, meaning that it also is a straightline approximation to the true motion that
is circular. Equation (5.3) models drift as additive input to a robot motion model.
The coordinate system is allowed to drift, but it is not explicitly modelled. Having
a system that integrates signals from robot fixed speed sensors, such as a Doppler
radar or a rate gyro, will be subject to this type of drift.

The approach here is physically motivated for systems like odometry. Other
types of drift, found in for instance integrated scan matching methods may be
modelled by
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where ε models drift in a cartesian frame. This is a reasonable model, because the
scan matcher matching error is independent of the robots direction. (The error is
depending on the content of the scans, however.)
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There are good reasons for combining models (5.3) and (5.5) to use both type
of inputs. For instance, linearization and approximation errors may add a small
motion in the lateral direction of the robot, in which a differential drive robot
cannot move unless it slides. The resulting model isxi
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The drift that is inherent to the orientation of the robot (ue,i), will be referred to
as drift in the robot frame. Because uc,i refers to drift that is independent of the
orientation of the robot, it will be referred to as drift in the Cartesian frame.

5.8 Assembling a System Model from Pose Provider
Models

In the previous sections, a model for the robot motion as well as models for the
pose providers are established. With these models, it is possible to monitor the
robot for faults by using the pose providers instead of the sensors directly.

Each pose provider has its own drift model. Common for all pose providers is
that they are driven by the same signal, the robot speed uc, introduced in (5.1).
Differences between the pose providers are explained by the “drift input”. By
exploiting this structure, it is possible to express that pose providers should agree,
but are still allowed to drift and be subject to imperfections and sensor noise.

The true robot motion, or the true position of the robot, is not needed. It is
only observable through the pose providers, and a true coordinate system does not
exist! Even if a universal coordinate system is defined, it is still not relevant for
the purpose of fault detection.

The second model (Equation 5.7) is selected for the modelling of pose providers.
It is assumed that p pose providers are used for fault detection. Each pose provider
is assigned state variables according to (5.2). For the i:th pose provider, this is

ri =

xi

yi

θi

 (5.8)

which are rectilinear position and orientation, in the coordinate system of that par-
ticular pose provider. It is not necessary to know where the origin of the coordinate
system is located.

State variables from each of the p pose providers are stacked together to form
an aggregated state vector x̄ for all pose providers.

x̄ =


r1

r2

...
rp

 (5.9)
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The dynamics of the pose providers are expressed in the aggregated model as

x̄t+1 = x̄t + Gt(x̄t)wt (5.10)

where Gt is the matrix

Gt =


G1 G1 0 . . . 0 I3 0 . . . 0
G2 0 G2 . . . 0 0 I3 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

Gp 0 0 . . . Gp 0 . . . I3

 (5.11)

and the process noise w is

w =



uc

ue,1

...
ue,p

uc,1

...
uc,p


. (5.12)

The gain matrices Gi are introduced in Equation (5.3) and (5.5). These matrices
are a linearization around the rotation of respective pose provider i, and stand for
the nonlinear part of the dynamics of the pose provider model.

Gi(x̄) =

T cos(θi) 0
T sin(θi) 0

0 T

 (5.13)

The process noise vector w is assembled from the true robot speed uc and two
input vectors from each pose provider, corresponding to drift in the robot frame
ue,i and the Cartesian frame uc,i. The properties of w will be further discussed in
Section 5.9.

5.9 Model Input and Process Noise

The model for the pose providers uses the process noise w to model both the “ideal”
motion uc of the robot as well as the small errors that stand for the imperfection
and sensor noise in the pose providers. The input is essential to the model, and
is discussed in this section. It is assumed that the pose provider noise inputs are
uncorrelated which results in that Q = cov(w) is (block) diagonal. The correlations
between pose providers are instead caught in the model structure, with common
input uc.
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Common Robot Speed

The common robot speed uc appears in all pose providers and dominates the inputs
to the pose providers. In absence of modelling errors and sensor noise, it would be
the only nonzero part of the process noise w. For the robot that has been used for
experiments in this thesis, the common robot speed is typically 10-100 times larger
than the drift speed in normal operation. It is therefore important to handle the
robot speed carefully.

Almost all wheeled robots have an odometry system, which is a good sensor for
robot speed. However, wheel slip and calibration errors introduce errors. The speed
uc can be taken as a deterministic input to the model, taken from the odometry
system. With the odometry source already utilized, it should not be used as a pose
provider along with the other pose providers because its information has already
been used in the estimate.

The reasoning above generalizes to what happens if a single source is used as
deterministic input uc to the model. Measuring speed is always equipped with
error, even if it may be small. The error will affect the whole model, because the
error in the speed measurement is not properly handled. As a result, the model
for drift in the pose providers is not valid. This can be dealt with by splitting
the common robot speed in a deterministic part and a stochastic part. As will be
explained in the next subsection, there is an easier way to achieve the same result.

In the previous paragraph, the idea of using measured speed as deterministic
input is turned down. Another possibility is to use the reference speed from the
low-level motion controller as deterministic input to the model. Using the reference
speed has the following disadvantages:

• The reference signal must be known. It must be possible to get the signal
either from the hardware or the higher level controller. This may be difficult
or nearly impossible if another process is controlling the robot motion, for
instance a hardware joystick driver or software that can not be modified.

• Time delays between calculation of the reference speed and execution in the
low-level controller may cause trouble.

• The dynamics of the feedback system, including the mechanical dynamics of
the robot, cause a difference between reference speed and the true speed.

The benefit is of course that information about the system is utilized. The same
information can however be utilized in a more flexible way, as will be shown in the
next subsection.

Both proposals for treating the speed as a deterministic input (from measure-
ment or via the reference speed) have one disadvantage in common. The system is
sensitive to faults in the deterministic speed input, as it depends on a single pose
provider or the reference speed. If the calculated input speed it faulty, the model
is invalid. This is not good for isolation purposes.
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Treating Robot Speed as Unknown
It is proposed that the common robot speed uc is handled as a stochastic variable
rather than deterministic input. The measurements from the pose providers are
used instead, implicitly. This choice is justified by the following reasons

• model is not depending on measurement error in a single source

• different sensor noise amplitudes can be fused properly, by the model structure
fusing the output from several pose providers automatically

• The model is symmetrical, meaning no pose provider or sensor is treated
different than others. Setting up a diagnosis system by running parallel filters
using a subset of pose providers is straight forward, as no single source is
favored in front of others.

• Information on the behavior of the reference speed can be properly handled,
by creating a separate pose provider with the reference speed as input.

With the motivation above, uc is modelled as a zero-mean, Gaussian variable
with covariance

E

(
uc

[
uc

I

]T
)

=
[
kQc 0

]
(5.14)

The factor k is used to scale the noise with the speed of the robot, and will be
further discussed on page 61, see (5.18). Forward and rotational speed are assumed
uncorrelated, although this is not very important as the magnitude of the noise is
chosen high. In other words, Qc is chosen diagonal.

The reason for selecting uc to have zero mean is that the robot may move
backwards as well as forward, even if backward motion occurs more infrequent. This
part of the model leaves room for improvement, as a robot typically moves with
piecewise constant speed or at least relatively smoothly. This is further discussed
in Section 5.17.

The difference between considering uc to be a white stochastic variable with
high variance or a partly known signal (random walk, low pass filtered white noise)
can be visualized with a one-dimensional example.

Example 5.1 Consider a one-dimensional world with two pose providers with po-
sitions x1 and x2. For simplicity, the pose providers are assumed to be read exactly
(R = 0) and no noise of type uc,i is considered. At time 0, the pose provider po-
sitions are exactly known. The next reading at time 1 is x1 + ue,1 + uc for pose
provider 1 and x2 + ue,2 + uc for pose provider 2. If uc is treated as a zero mean
gaussian variable with large covariance, the covariance ellipsoid for time 1 is very
stretched along a line x1 = x2 + C. The next reading that arrives at time 1 will be
located along this thin ellipsoid. The other case, when uc is known, the uncertainty
ellipsoid is not stretched out any more. The size of the region is reduced. The two
cases are visualized in Fig. 5.4
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of the difference between knowing the robot speed uc

or not in a one-dimensional world. The current state is marked with thin dotted
lines. Left: robot speed treated as unknown. Right: Robot speed known with
high accuracy (hypothetically). Fault detection is obtained by the distance to the
ellipsoid. The ellipsoid marks the smallest region that with a certain probability
contains x at time t + 1.

In Example 5.1 and Fig. 5.4, it is seen that the case when the robot speed
is unknown, fault detection is obtained essentially when the pose providers differ,
while in the case with known speed, a fault is detected also when the average is far
from the known value of uc.

The proposal that the speed is fed to the model as a pose provider instead of
as a deterministic signal can also be visualized by the left figure in Fig. 5.4. Let
x1 be a guess based on the true speed, measured by some accurate device (ue,1

having small covariance). The resulting probability distribution over x2 is narrow,
corresponding to ue,2. The stretched covariance ellipsoid has been sliced at a fixed
value of x1.

Pose Provider Robot Frame Drift

Drift in the pose provider, depending on the orientation of the robot, is introduced
in (5.3). The small errors introduced in the pose provider relate to physical effects
like wheel slippage. Another example is noise in a rate gyro, which would cause the
corresponding pose provider to output a robot pose that is slowly rotating.

Every pose provider has its own characteristic of the faults. Using a specific
model for each pose provider increases the modelling accuracy. Here, it is sacrificed
to a more generic model. This is in line with the approach taken for the fault
detection method, to use a general and flexible model to avoid detailed modelling.
Because pose providers are usually already handling sensor specific issues like bias,
the problem is often already solved by the pose provider itself. An example is to
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use a pose provider that combines odometry and a rate gyro, estimating the gyro
bias with help from the odometry.

The erroneous input ue,i for pose provider i is modelled as a zero-mean Gaussian
variable with covariance.

E

(
ue,i

[
ue,i

I

]T
)

=
[
Qe,i 0

]
(5.15)

For some pose providers, the error varies with speed, and a scaling factor k is used.
This is further discussed on page 61, see (5.18). The covariance is in the scaled case

E

(
ue,i

[
ue,i

I

]T
)

=
[
kQe,i 0

]
(5.16)

The covariance matrix Qe,i is selected diagonal.

Pose Provider Cartesian Frame Drift
As ue,i models drift relative to the robot frame, uc,i introduced in (5.5) models
drift in all three states simultaneously. It also has the effect of alleviating problems
arising from linearization and model errors. For instance a pose provider using scan
matching can be modeled using this type of drift. The erroneous input uc,i for pose
provider i is modelled as a zero-mean Gaussian variable with covariance

E

(
uc,i

[
uc,i

I

]T
)

=
[
kQc,i 0

]
(5.17)

where k is a scaling factor (5.18). If the error in the pose provider does not change
with speed, it is removed. The covariance matrix Qc,i is selected diagonal.

Scaling Noise Intensities
The characteristics of the system changes with speed. For instance odometry has
a larger drift rate the higher the speed the robot operates at2. Other types of pose
providers, like wireless localization, or inertial localization, might have drift nearly
independent of speed. To accommodate for these effects of changing speed, some
elements of the noise intensity matrix Q are scaled with a factor k defined in (5.18).
A similar scaling can be found in (Chong and Kleeman, 1997). In this thesis, a small
offset α is added to the scaling factor k, to avoid unreasonable low noise at standstill.
The offset also alleviates problems of having a slight delay in calculating the factor.
Normalization constants v̄f and v̄ω (see 5.18) are set to normal driving speed of
the robot, and make k approximately 1 at normal speed, and α � 1 at standstill.

2This reflects that the uncertainty per traversed distance is constant
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The reason for scaling the covariance is that adding independent uncertainty Q/n
in n steps obtains Q total increase of uncertainty, independent of n. Moving a fixed
distance (under normal conditions) will for instance approximately give the same
odometric error regardless if the robot is traveling at low or high speed.

k =

√(
vf

v̄f

)2

+
(

vω

v̄ω

)2

+ α (5.18)

A negative effect with the scaling factor is that it needs the robot speed to be
calculated. The speed does not need to be very exact as it is only used to scale
the noise covariances. A possible cure for “the need for speed” is the proposed
enhancement in Section 5.17.

Reading the Pose Provider Estimates
With the proposed model, the motion of the robot is observable through pose
providers, as opposed to through measurements from the sensors. As a consequence,
sensor noise affects the pose providers directly, and is captured in the process noise
w. Not only sensor noise, but also algorithm imperfection is captured by the process
noise.

The pose providers are fully observable, and their output can be read within ma-
chine precision. The quantization error is almost negligible, but there are however
other effects that also make the reading non-perfect.

Scheduling jitter in the operating system makes time stamps a bit uncertain.
Because time stamps are used to synchronize readings from different pose providers,
there is a small uncertainty in the pose provider reading. The same effect comes
from varying delays in signal transfer from sensors to the time stamping function
in the fault detection system.

Because different pose providers can differ in update rate and are necessarily not
synchronized to each other, interpolation can be made betwen samples to obtain a
fictive output at a given time. Because interpolation assumes a model for the signal
between the samples, the interpolated reading is not perfect. A typical model that
is used is that the signal moves linearly betwen samples.

Based on the above reasoning, the following measurement model is used for the
pose providers:

ȳt = x̄t + vt (5.19)
The measurement is a linear function of the state, with identity gain. A Gaussian
noise assumption is made on the measurement noise vt:

E

(
vt

[
vt

I

]T
)

=
[
R 0

]
(5.20)

The measurement noise covariance is selected diagonal, and can be held constant.
Because some of the noise is explained by interpolation errors, a possible enhance-
ment is to let the measurement noise scale with robot speed. If linear interpolation
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is used, the interpolation error is zero for constant speeds. The scaling must in that
case take into account when the interpolation error is large.

If R is singular, it is indicated that one or more linear combinations of the
measurements are known. This may give rise to numerical problems.

5.10 Tracking the Pose Providers

In the previous sections, a model for the pose providers has been established. The
model is summarized in Table 5.1.

Relation Equation number

ri =

xi

yi

θi

 (5.8)

x̄ =


r1

r2

...
rp

 (5.9)

x̄t+1 = x̄t + G(x̄)wt (5.10),(5.11),(5.12)
cov(wt) = Q(k) (5.14),(5.15),(5.17)

k =
√(

vf

v̄f

)2

+
(

vω

v̄ω

)2

+ α (5.18)
ȳ = x̄ + v (5.19)

cov(v) = R (5.20)

Table 5.1: Summary of the pose provider model. The right column gives a reference
to the equation number where the expression is defined.

With the model Table 5.1 established for the pose providers, it is possible to
detect faults by determining if the measured data follows the model. If the pose
providers disagree, it means one or more of them are not behaving as expected,
indicating a fault.

Kalman filtering theory provides a method to optimally calculate the measure-
ment probability distribution for linear models driven by Gaussian noise. Here, the
model is nonlinear, and an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used instead. If the
linearization error is negligible, it is the optimal estimator.

From the Kalman filter, an estimate ˆ̄x and an associated covariance matrix P
is calculated every time step. Here, the estimate itself is not the focus. Instead,
the probability distribution of the innovation is sought, which is calculated by
the Kalman filter. Using the probability distribution, it is possible to test if the
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measured data (pose provider output) agree with the model. If they agree, the
system is fault free3.

In the ideal fault free case, the innovation e = ȳ − ˆ̄y from the Kalman filter is
Gaussian and white, given that the model assumptions hold and that linearization
effects are negligible. When something abrupt happens like sensor malfunction,
wheel slip or collision, the model will not be valid, and the innovation e will not
be Gaussian and white. Thus, the innovation can be used to monitor the system.
Monitoring the residual will be further discussed in Section 5.11.

Initialization
At startup, the filter must be initialized. By setting the initial covariance P0|−1 to
a high value βI, β � 1, the filter will rapidly converge to the correct values. Even
if a pose provider starts at a position far away from zero, the estimate converges
quickly.

Because the gain matrix G is a linearization around the heading(s) of the pose
providers, it will not be correct when the uncertainty is large, as in the startup of
the filter. This does not cause problems during startup, since the Kalman filter will
essentially pick the first measurement when the initial uncertainty is high enough.
After the measurement is received, the linearization error is not severe.

Missing Data and Multirate Systems
A common situation is that pose providers deliver data at different rates and un-
synchronized. A situation like this can be handled by interpolation, but is more
correctly handled by the Kalman filter.The filter then needs to be updated at the
arrival time of each measurement. The covariance matrices for the processnoise
and the time step T need to be scaled in that case.

Missing data may be present at several occasions during operation. In the
startup process, different pose providers may require different startup times. In
some situations, some pose providers might not be able to operate. A wireless
localization system going through a radio shadow is an example. This case is
handled by adapting the measurement matrix to exclude the missing reading.

The Kalman filter theory is well developed, and provides several tools. See
for instance (Grewal and Andrews, 1993). This is a strong advantage for using a
Kalman filter to track the pose providers.

5.11 Detection

From the Kalman filter, the innovation e and its associated covariance Re = P +R
are calculated. The detection part is used to decide if the innovation is generated
according to the model or not.

3The exoneration assumption is made, meaning that faults always are visible. This assumption
is common in the diagnosis community.
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To check the residual, two possible measures of filter divergence are listed below
(Gustafsson, 2001). The notation is changed to match the notation used in this
thesis, where 3p is the number of components in e and Re is the covariance of e.

• st = 1√
3p

1T R
− 1

2
e e which is approximately N (0, 1) distributed in the fault free

case.

• st = eT R−1
e e which is χ2 approximately distributed in the fault free case. (In

(Gustafsson, 2001), 3p is subtracted, which makes the distance measure zero
mean in the fault free case.)

Here, the second measure is used, because it is sensitive to variance changes as
well as changes in the mean. The measure is also called the Mahalanobis distance,
and is in the fault free case χ2 distributed with 3p degrees of freedom.

A simple test of when to alarm for faults is to set a threshold on st. This can
be done using a standard table over the χ2 distribution, or from monitored levels
of the distance measure. The latter is preferred, because the measure is adapted to
possible model errors. The decision rule is in the threshold case

alarm if st > h (5.21)

However, this is sensitive to outliers in st, which can cause false alarms. To
avoid this, st is fed into a detector that takes the size and duration of the distance
measure into account. A standard tool for solving this problem is to use some kind
of averaging process followed by a threshold. Here, the CUSUM test is considered.

The CUSUM Test
The CUSUM test (see for instance (Gustafsson, 2001)) is a test for detecting positive
changes in the mean of a noisy scalar signal. In short, the test will alarm for a single
sample being extremely large, or several consecutive samples being unexpectedly
large. The CUSUM algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. With proper choice of
parameters, the test will be less sensitive to outliers than simply thresholding on
the distance measure directly. There are two parameters in the test, the drift value
v > 0 and the alarm threshold h > v. A simplified description is that v is related
to what level the input to the detector normally has, and h is adjusted to trade off
false alarms and risk of missed detection.

Tuning and Response Time
The CUSUM test adds a bit of delay to the fault detection mechanism. The gain is
that it reduces the false alarm rate, but also increases the time to detection, a delay
between the occurrence of a fault and the alarm being raised. The responsiveness
of the test can be adjusted using the parameters in the CUSUM test, and must be
selected as a tradeoff between false alarm rate and alarm delay. A too large delay
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The CUSUM algorithm
Input: st

gt = gt−1 + st − v
if gt < 0 then

talarm = t
gt = 0

else if gt > h then
RAISE ALARM! Report estimated alarm time talarm

gt = 0
end if

Algorithm 1: The CUSUM test operates on a noisy input signal s. When the
mean value of s changes, gt starts to accumulate. Eventually, the threshold h is
reached and an alarm is raised.

for the application considered here results in the robot not being stopped quick
enough, and may cause damage to the environment.

Since the Kalman filter after a disturbance will slowly adapt to the new data,
faults will only give residuals under a limited time. Therefore, the detector must
not be too slow. The CUSUM test is designed to detect a change in the mean,
which is a good approximation if the desired detection time is comparable in length
to the duration of the increased level in the output of the Kalman filter.

Estimation of Change Time
The CUSUM test also estimates when the change in the signal has occurred (Gustafsson,
2001). This is given by the last reset time talarm, see Algorithm 1. An example of
an alarm time obtained with this method is shown in Fig. 5.5. Upon alarm, this
information can be used to perform recovery actions on the localization system.

Two types of actions are of particular interest when a fault is detected in the
localization system:

• maintaining localization performance If there has been a fault affecting
the localization system, the estimated robot position from the main localiza-
tion system is probably invalid. A recovery action is to initialize active relo-
calization. The problem is related to the kidnapped robot problem, where the
robot is moved to an unknown place and must localize. Here, the approximate
location prior to the fault is known, which makes the relocalization procedure
easier.

• action planning The upper layers of the robot controller solves problems
at an abstraction level like “fetch the newspaper”. If the robot collides with
something, the planner may change its plans and for instance call for help or
investigate the situation further. The purpose is then not to provide reliable
localization, but instead react on the unexpected event.
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Figure 5.5: Detail of an alarm from the CUSUM test: The curve is the test variable
gt. The alarms are marked with circles at the times they are raised, and the reported
time talarm of the first alarm is marked with a vertical line.

To recover the localization system, a localization algorithm may be run on
recorded sensor data, where the faulty part has been removed. It is not trivial to
determine what part of the data is faulty, but is not considered here. Applications
like SLAM uses maps that are difficult to “rewind” can use regular backups of the
map in addition to the sensor data memory.

A memory to store sensor data does not need to be very long, as a fault alarm
will probably come quickly or not at all.

5.12 Parameters for the Tracker

The proposed fault detector works on an abstract level, with less detailed models
than what is required to deal with sensor data directly. As a result, the number of
parameters needed for the modelling is small.

Three types of parameters are used, and can be partitioned into groups after
their characteristics:

• One subgroup of parameters is used for parameters related to the physics of
the robot itself, mainly its maximum speed during operation. This is the
diagonal elements of Qc, and the two parameters in the scaling factor k.

• Another subgroup is related to the implementation of the system, regarding
the precision in timing and interpolation. This is the measurement noise R
in the reading of the pose providers.

• The last subgroup is the parameters needed for each pose provider. Because
pose providers differ in how they behave regarding what sensors are used
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and what the drift character is, the model needs to be adapted to each pose
provider.

The approach has shown to be quite insensitive to the parameters. This section
describes how reasonable values might be set for the filter. The parameters depend
both on the robot and the pose providers that are used. The values are preferably
first set roughly by studying data from the pose providers, and then fine tuned if
necessary.

Common control signal Qc The size of the common control signal is appro-
priately chosen to the expected size of the reference speed. If the robot has a
normal speed range of a m/s and b rad/s, the elements can be chosen to a2 and b2

respectively.

Erroneous additive speed signal Qe,i By differentiating the output of several
pose providers, while running the robot at constant speed, the difference between
the systems can be roughly estimated.

Cartesian noise Qc,i By studying output at standstill the Cartesian noise can
be estimated for pose providers with speed independent noise. It is beneficial to use
a nonzero value for others, as it alleviates problems from linearization and other
unmodeled effects.

Measurement noise R A scheduling jitter, expressed as a fraction of the sample
time T multiplied with the normal speed of the robot is a suitable start for the
measurement noise.

Covariance scaling k This scaling factor is used to adjust the noise level when
the speed of the robot varies. The speed parameters v̄f and v̄ω should be set to
the normal operating speed. Because it is a scaling, the noise intensity matrices Q
should refer to the same speed, the normal operating speed. The offset α that is
added to prevent k from being zero, is adjusted by studying the innovation from the
Kalman filter during maneuvres with the robot. Using the Mahalanobis distance
as a distance measure, it should be approximately constant in magnitude when the
speed is changed of the robot. This can be observed when switching from standstill
to a constant speed. If the parameters for k are correct, the innovation shall be
approximately constant over the maneuvre.

Output distribution When the model is valid, the output is Gaussian dis-
tributed with covariance Re. By studying histograms of st, it can be seen if the
noise covariance matrices need to be adjusted. It may however not be straight
forward to see what adjustments are needed to be made.
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5.13 Diagnosis

The proposed method can be used not only for detection, bu also for diagnosis.
More than two pose providers should be used. An example of a basic system that
can be implemented on most service robots is odometry, reference speed integration
and scan matching. A set of fault detectors are setup, each one based on two of
the three pose providers:

T1 reference speed integration and scan matching

T2 odometry and scan matching

T3 odometry and reference speed integration

The three fault detectors T1, T2 and T3 are run in parallel. These faults are con-
sidered:

F1 wheel encoder broken

F2 short circuit in motion controller

F3 laser scanner blocked or broken

The resulting influence structure is shown in Table 5.2. Diagnosis can be made

Faults
No fault F1 F2 F3

T1 0 0 X X
Tests T2 0 X 0 X

T3 0 X X 0

Table 5.2: An influence structure for a diagnosis system using three pose providers.

with help of the influence structure and a standard method.
Processing for the Kalman filter is not very demanding, and the processing

power required to run a bank of filters is negligible compared to other processing
that usually runs on an autonomous robot.

The procedure outlined here shows that it is possible to diagnose the system
even if only the normal operation mode is modelled.

5.14 Experiments

Implementation
To test the proposed method, it has been implemented on a PowerBot robot from
ActivMedia (see Fig. 5.8). The robot is equipped with odometry and a SICK laser
scanner among other sensors. The odometry system can directly be used as a pose
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provider. As a second provider, a scan matching routine was implemented which
provides a source of position information independent of odometry.

The filter has been efficiently implemented by exploiting the diagonal structure
and the sparseness of the G and Q matrices. Preferably,

√
Q is stored instead of Q

to enable efficient computation of GQGT in the update equations of the Kalman
filter.

Modelling Scan Matching
As laser scans come in, they are matched to the previous scan and the relative
motion is extracted. The pose of the robot is integrated using the relative motion.
Using it this way, one can regard the scan matcher as laser based odometry. Since
the match of two consecutive scans will have an error that is mainly independent of
the robot motion, the error model with Cartesian noise dominates the drift. The size
of the scan matcher error is for the speed range considered here nearly independent
of the speed, and the corresponding parts of Q can thus be held constant.

Filter Parameter Values
The values of the parameters in the tested system were as follows: Odometry was
used as pose provider 1. Scan matching was used as pose provider 2.

Process noise (all values have units (m/s)2 and (rad/s)2):

Qc = diag(
[
0.52 0.52

]
) · k

Qe,1 = diag(
[
0.022 0.022

]
) · k

Qe,2 = diag(
[
0.032 0.032

]
)

Qc,1 = diag(
[
0.0012 0.0012 0.0012

]
) · k

Qc,2 = diag(
[
0.00252 0.00252 0.00252

]
)

Measurement noise (all values have units (m/s)2 and (rad/s)2):

R = diag(
[
0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012

]
)

Speed factor parameters (v̄ has units m/s and rad/s, α is dimensionless):

v̄f = 0.5

v̄ω = 0.5

α = 0.02

CUSUM parameters (dimensionless): v = 6, h = 25
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Figure 5.6: Weighted residual st from the Kalman filter from test with robot being
pushed several times. The pushes are clearly visible as peaks in st. The first 25
seconds are fault free and the residual is small.

Motion Control

During the experiments, the robot moved around autonomously using the Nearness
Diagram algorithm (Minguez and Montano, 2000). The experimental environment
is a room furnished with sofas, tables and bookshelves to resemble a domestic living
room in size and materials. As the robot is moving around in the room, it has been
pushed to induce wheel slip. The algorithm was run in realtime on a standard
laptop computer, connected via wireless network to the robot and its sensors.

Results

The filter has been tested during several sessions, with both fault free and faulty
data. No false alarms were triggered during the fault free sessions, even if the
robot was forced to do fast moves with the obstacle avoidance behavior. This was
triggered by suddenly walking into the field of view of the laser scanner, close to
the robot. Faults were injected by pushing the robot manually, while it was moving
autonomously between waypoints. An example of output from such an experiment
with faulty data is shown here. The Mahalanobis distance st from the Kalman filter
is shown in Fig. 5.6. One can clearly see when the robot has been pushed (multiple
times). One can also see that the residual is very low during the beginning of the
test, when no fault is present. The corresponding test variable gt and its threshold
is shown in Fig. 5.7. Each time it exceeds the threshold, gt is reset to zero and
an alarm is raised. The alarm times are marked with circles in the figure. Several
alarms are raised after each other. A detail of the first alarm is shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: Output from CUSUM test with robot being pushed several times.
When the test variable gt exceeds the threshold, an alarm is generated (marked
with circles) and it is reset. The weighted residual from Fig. 5.6 is used as input
for the detector.

5.15 Relation to Other Methods

The proposed method is here compared and discussed in relation to other methods.

How are Faults Modelled

Faults are modelled by deviation from a nominal model, as opposed to use additive
fault inputs or fault modes. All faults are assumed to cause measurements to
deviate from the predictions given by the nominal model. This is a concept shared
with methods like consistency relations and limit checking.

How is Measurement Noise Handled

Noise is properly handled by the Kalman filter framework used in the proposed
approach. This is a property shared with linear parity space and PCA used for
fault detection.

Decoupling of Input

The robot speed is an input signal uc that is treated as unknown in the proposed
framework. As a result, the Kalman filter has a similar effect as decoupling has in
input observers and parity space approaches. Decoupling, eliminating the effect of
an input signal, is made specifically in input observer approaches and can also be
added to linear parity space methods by a transform on the residuals.
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Nonlinearities

Because the robot’s kinematics are nonlinear, an Extended Kalman filter is used.
The system is relatively smooth, so linearization effects are small.

Comparison to Linear Parity Space

The proposed method is here compared to the linear parity space method. Because
the system is nonlinear, small deviations are studied for comparison purposes. A
linearized approximation can be made for the system (constant G and Q). Because
the input signal (common robot speed uc) is unknown, it is not included in the
parity space as an input signal, instead it is treated as an unknown disturbance
d that is decoupled. Below, it is assumed that an analysis is made at a time
t = L, where both the Kalman filter and the parity space base the diagnose on
measurements from times 0 . . . L − 1. Because the Kalman filter is recursive, it
is based on all past measurements, in contrast to the parity space method which
is based on the last L measurements. Parity space decouples the influence from
the inital state completely, while it is considered a Gaussian variable based on all
previous measurements in the Kalman filter setting.

The structure of the matrices are marked with 0 and × to indicate elements
which are zero or (possibly) nonzero.

The parity space approach calculates the residual according to

rP =

× × ×
× × ×
× × ×


︸ ︷︷ ︸

W T

Y

where Y is L stacked measurements. The residual rP has a dimension nr increasing
with L and is bounded by (Gustafsson, 2001)

L(ny − nd)− nx ≤ nr ≤ Lny − nx

which with proper substitions (ny = nx = 3p, nd = 2 where p is the number of pose
providers) becomes

3p(L− 1)− 2L ≤ nr ≤ 3p(L− 1).

The result is a residual rP , which with Gaussian noise input also is Gaussian.
If the projection matrix W is chosen to get normalized residuals (cov(rP ) = I)
(Gustafsson, 2001), fault detection is obtained by thresholding rT

P rP .
The proposed approach, based on an Extended Kalman filter, calculates the

residual recursively rather than over a sliding window. If the innovation at every
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time step is stacked into a residual, the result is

rK =


r|t0
r|t1

...
r|tL−1

 =

× 0 0
× × 0
× × ×

Y.

The stacked residual rK has dimension 3pL, at least 3p more than the parity space
approach. The reason is that the initial state is not decoupled, as in the parity space
approach. Instead, it is estimated using all past measurements because the filter is
recursive. The covariance matrix in the fault free condition is because innovations
are white cov(rK) = diag(P0, . . . , PL−1). Fault detection is obtained by a CUSUM
test on the weighted innovations, which complicates the analysis since CUSUM is
nonlinear. If the nonlinear resetting in the CUSUM filter has not occurred for L
steps, the test is

L−1∑
i=0

rT
i P−1

i ri

which is identical to testing on rK directly.
The conclusion is that the linear parity space method and the proposed approach

based on an Extended Kalman filter are related, as they both calculate a Gaussian
vector, which is weighted and thresholded for fault detection. Also, the CUSUM
test introduces a nonlinearity in the testing.

The difference between the methods is that the proposed method handles the
nonlinearity in the system and is recursive rather than window based.

5.16 Summary and Conclusions

The proposed system is shown to be able to detect wheel slip in realtime, a fault
that for instance can be caused by a collision or the robot being high-centered on an
object. The system handles initially unknown coordinate system and different noise
characteristics. The approach is demonstrated using two pose providers, odometry
and scan matching. It is shown that it is possible to detect faults at a higher level
than processing the sensor data directly. Existing localization modules can be used,
and the parameters that are needed for the module are quite easy to obtain. By
reusing existing localization modules, domain knowledge built into these systems
can be utilized. This way, modularity of the system is kept.

No specific fault model is needed, which is beneficial regarding the effort needed
for implementation, but does not take advantage of information about faults that
may be known.

Returning to the situation shown in Fig. 5.1 (the robot skidding on the floor),
the proposed fault detector would have detected the abnormal situation.
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Figure 5.8: A PowerBot from ActivMedia at work.

5.17 Future Work

The model uses the true robot speed uc which is treated as unknown. Mobile robots
are mechanical systems with limited acceleration capabilities. Also, the robot speed
setpoint is best described as piecewise constant or at least slowly varying. Therefore,
a more accurate model of the speed reference may improve the performance.

In certain situations, pose providers can adjust their position estimates abruptly,
which might not be captured by the drift model. Such cases may be handled better,
if the pose provider can give information of its uncertainty.





Chapter 6

Scan Matching

Within the robot research community, laser range sensors are very common. These
devices are used mainly for localization, but also for other applications like detecting
nearby persons, obstacle avoidance and mapping. The principle of operation of
these devices is to measure the distance to the surroundings by the use of a laser
beam, e.g. measuring the time of flight from the sensor to the target and back.
Repeating the measurement in many directions, achieved by a rotating mirror or
similar, gives measurements of the distance to objects in the surroundings. This
scan of the environment gives a collection of range readings, commonly referred
to as a laser scan. The operation resembles that of a radar, and these devices
are sometimes referred to as light radar (LIDAR). Two different brands of laser
scanners are shown in Fig. 6.1.

The scans that are given from these types of devices are normally fused with
other sensors (e.g. odometry, vision) in a navigation system. A common approach
is to use some kind of map with wall-like features, which are compared to the laser
data. Another possibility is to compare scans to scans taken at other timesteps.
This is called scan matching. In this chapter, a short survey of scan matching
methods is given, and a partly new method for doing scan matching is presented.

6.1 Laser Range Finder Characteristics

For all experiments in this thesis, a laser range finder of type SICK LMS 200 has
been used. The main characteristics of the sensor are shown in Table 6.1. A laser
range finder is a good sensor for navigation, and is very popular within the robotics
field. The sensor has a limitation by its construction: it only measures range in a
plane. For robots operating in indoor or flat environments, the sensor is usually
mounted to scan the environment in a horizontal plane parallel to the ground. See
Fig. 6.2 for the result of a scan acquired in this way. Because the environment is
only measured in this plane, the algorithms using the scanner must handle furniture,
doors and people that are visible in this plane. Some applications require scans that

77
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Figure 6.1: Laser scanning devices: the left scanner is manufactured by SICK, the
right scanner is manufactured by Riegl. Both scanners shown here are twodimen-
sional, meaning that the range is measured in a single plane. Pictures are taken
from the manufacturers’ homepages.

Range: 20 m (without reflectors on environment)
Resolution: 10 mm
Scan angle: ≤ 180◦ (configurable)

Angular resolution: 1◦ (without interlacing)
Scan rate: ≤ 75 Hz

Table 6.1: Properties for the SICK LMS 200 laser scanner. The sensor can be
configured to different scan angles, resolutions and scan rates. In this thesis, the
scan rate has been set to 5 Hz.

are not limited to a horizontal plane. The sensor can then be mounted in a vertical
plane, or on a tilting actuator. Scans will still be in a single plane, but the plane is
changed by moving the robot and/or the actuator. The sensor is quite costly and
is partly limited by only measuring in a single plane. Nevertheless the laser range
finder is today a corner stone of mobile robot navigation.

6.2 Scan Matching

Scan matching is a method to compare scans taken at different locations or time
instants, and estimate the relative displacement between the scans. There are
several applications for this matching:

• Integrate the relative displacement into a position estimate. Of course, this
position estimate requires an initial value for the robot poisition. The esti-
mate will also drift because of the integration, causing matching error, noise
and numerical errors being accumulated over time. These disadvantages are
shared with all relative position sensors such as odometry or inertial sen-
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sors. The estimated position will describe a random walk added to the true
position.

• Estimate displacement relative to a set of reference scans, which form a map
of the environment. If the current scan shows good agreement with one of the
reference scans, it is a strong indication of (global) position. Problems can
occur with aliasing (similar patterns repeating at several locations), erroneous
classification of which reference scan is closest, and selection of reference scans
for the map.

The idea of scanmatching can be visualized by studying Fig. 6.2. Two consecutive
scans are shown, acquired 0.2 seconds apart. By visual inspection, one can see that
the sensor has moved approximately 0.1 m forward and rotated clockwise 30 mrad.
Using the first method above (integration of relative motion) gives an estimate of
the robots new position at the time of the second scan acquisition.

In this thesis, only the first scan matching problem, matching consecutive scans,
is considered.

6.3 Notation

Let J be a 2D coordinate transform, consisting of translation and rotation.

J =

δx
δy
δθ


Each scan consist of N points, and the set of points in a scan i is called scani.
A single point j in a scan is called scani(j) and consists of two values: range ρj

and angle θj (polar coordinates). Range and angle can of course be expressed in
rectilinear coordinates as well, which is done when necessary. The red points in
Fig. 6.2 together constitute one scan, the blue crosses another scan.

6.4 Methods for Scan Matching

Several methods have been developed for scan matching. Here, some important
methods are discussed. The goal for the scan matcher is to find the coordinate
transform J given two scans scan1 (reference scan) and scan2 (scan to be matched).

Point based methods rely on matching points in the reference scan to points
in the scan to be matched, then minimizing a distance measure. Examples of this
method are Iterative Closest Point, ICP (Besl and McKay, 1992). This method
works in two steps that are repeated: closest point to point match between reference
scan and scan to be matched, followed by applying the transform that minimize
the sum of square distances. The latter can be made analytically.
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Figure 6.2: Example of a two laser scans from an indoor environment. Units on
axes are meters. The second scan (marked with + in blue) has been acquired 0.2
seconds after the first one (marked with • in red). The position of the scanner is
marked with the half circle in (0, 0). Because the scans are shown in the frame of the
sensor, the laser scanner is located in (0, 0) for both (all) scans. From the picture,
it can be seen that the laser sensor has moved forward (up in picture) relative to
the environment, as the walls in the second scan seem to have come closer.

Another example is Normal Distributions Transform, proposed by (Biber, 2003).
There, the reference scan is divided into a rectilinear grid, followed by approximat-
ing the points in each cell in the grid as samples from a normal distribution. For
each point in the scan to be matched, the probability is calculated and summed
up to a matching score. The score is then maximized by adjusting the relative
displacement between the scans. For the maximization problem, the gradient and
Hessian of the score function is used to guide the search.

In (Lu and Milios, 1997), two methods are introduced. The first one extracts
lines from the reference scan, to which points in the scan to be matched are com-
pared. The other method is a variant of ICP. Both methods are iterative.

Another method that uses matching of lines to points is (Früh and Zakhor,
2001). The reference scan is segmented into lines, and the matching is based on
minimizing a distance function between points in the scan to be matched and the
lines from the reference scan. The distance function is robust least squares. The
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distance function is minimized by a randomized search followed by steepest descent.
A method that uses lines matched to lines instead of point based techniques

is linematch (Gutmann, Weigel and Nebel, 1999). Using lines instead of points
is beneficial because there are fewer lines than points. The algorithm loops over
pairings of lines the scan to be matched and then outputs a set of hypotheses.
The most likely hypothesis is chosen, based on odometry and a motion model.
A drawback with this method is that the environment must be at least partly
constructed of lines, as opposed to point-based methods, which have small or no
assumptions on the environment.

In (Diosi and Kleeman, 2005), the scan matching problem is approached by
studying the matching in a polar coordinate system. The reference scan is converted
in a process called projection, which converts the scan to how it would appear if
acquired at another position and orientation. The position and orientation is then
updated in a two-step process. First, the orientation is adjusted to maximize the
correspondence between the reference scan and the scan to be matched. Then, the
position is adjusted to maximize correspondence. Having the updated position and
orientation, the process is repeated again, starting with projection. Even if the
matching is performed in another coordinate system, it is a point based method.

A different approach is taken by (Weiss and Puttkamer, 1995), where a his-
togram is made over the orientation of segments between consecutive point-pairs.
For two scans that are close, the histograms will differ only by phase. The phase
shift, corresponding to the change in orientation angle between the scans, is calcu-
lated using cross correlation. A similar process is then made with the translation,
in a two-dimensional histogram.

In (Cole and Newman, 2006), a histogram is calculated over point-to-point dis-
tance in the converged scan match. By studying hand labeled correct and non-
correct matches, a classifier is trained to recognize correct matches based on the
histogram. With this method, it is possible to tell if the scan matcher has converged
or not.

Most of the authors above discuss complexity. For pointbased methods, search-
ing for the point correspondence is O

(
N2
)
. This is considered a problem, but of

more interest is the convergence rate of the matching, meaning how many iterations
are needed to reach a certain accuracy level. The number of scan points N tends
to be fixed.

6.5 Implementation of a Scan Matching Method

A scan matching method has been implemented, inspired by (Früh and Zakhor,
2001). As almost all methods mentioned in the previous section, it assumes a two-
dimensional world.The method is pointbased, as opposed to working with lines or
other features. Thereby, it does not need to assume the environment is constructed
from planar elements. Common with the method in (Früh and Zakhor, 2001), the
match is found by minimizing a score function. The score function is however not
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defined on points deviating from lines, instead it is based on points deviating from
segments between point pairs in the reference scan. Details will be given in the
next section. The methods in the previous section have used different methods
for maximizing the score function. Here, a random search in conjunction with a
steepest hill search is used. It is assumed that the maximum of the score function
reflects the true displacement. This is however not true because of measurement
noise and interpolation errors: the maximum will be slightly displaced. It is as-
sumed this distance is negligible. As in (Früh and Zakhor, 2001), the score function
uses robustified least squares, to reduce sensitivity to outliers.

Laser scans are assumed to be acquired during an infinitely short period, which is
a standard assumption. For applications where a high scan rate is used and vehicle
speed is high, this assumption may be violated. For the application considered here,
a service robot and low scan rate (5 Hz), this is not a problem. The rotating mirror
of the laser scan device has a rotation rate of 75 Hz. With a 180◦ scan sector, the
latest scan point is acquired 180

75·360 ≈ 0.007s after the first scan point. This is small
compared to the update rate of 5 Hz (0.2 s).

For the scan matcher to be useful in conjunction with the rest of the systems
on the robot, the extracted motion needs to be converted to refer to the odometric
center of the robot, rather than referring to the center of the laser range finder.

6.6 Main Algorithm

The algorithm aims to solve the maximization problem

J = argmax
J

(scorefunction(scan1, scan2, J)). (6.1)

Here, the scorefunction is based on the log likelihood of receiving the observation
(scan2), given the coordinate transform (J) and the “map” (scan1).

scorefunction(scan1, scan2, J) ≈ log p(scan2|scan1, J) + c

where c is some constant. The solution to (6.1) is thus the approximate maximum
likelihood estimate of the robot motion.

The scan matching algorithm needs to define a score function and an algorithm
to solve the maximization problem. The score function is defined in the next
section. In NUMERICALARGMAX(Algorithm 3), an algorithm to solve (6.1)
is presented, and has also been implemented on a robot.

6.7 The Score Function

The score function is defined such that it reflects how well a specific displacement
(coordinate transform) makes two scans fit each other. It is based on a probability
function, where gaussian noise is added to the sensor/world model. The input
arguments to the function are the two scans and a coordinate transform. The
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return value of the function, the “score”, is higher the better J makes the two scans
fit each other. When evaluating the score, the coordinate transform J is given, as

r

point 1

point 2
n

n⊥

d

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the noise model used in the scan matching algorithm:
The four red stars are from scan1, being part of the reference scan. The single blue
+ is a point r from scan2. The shortest distance between the segment point 1 -
point 2 and the point r is marked with d, here perpendicular to n. In absence of
noise or imperfections, d would have zero length when scanning a planar surface,
given that the true coordinate transform J have been applied on scan2.

opposed as trying to solve for J directly from the score function.
The base for the probability calculation is to assign a noise model for each

individual point in the scan to be matched. The closer a point is to other points
in the reference scan, the better that particular point fits to the reference scan.
The fit for the scan as a whole is calculated using all the points. As illustrated in
Fig. 6.3, the closest segment n in the reference scan is found for each point r in the
the scan to be matched. If J is the true transform between the scans, all points r
would lie on the segments. This is not the case, due to

• environment not being linear between sample points

• sensor noise

• measurement quantization

• imperfections in the reference scan

It is assumed that the environment consists of straight lines between the sample
points. In reality, walls may be curved or other parts like chair legs, pillars or a
door jamb. Also, corners between straight segments may be positioned within the
sample points. Even if all these exceptions violate the straight-line assumption,
many samples lie on straight segments (see Fig. 6.2 for two typical scans). It is
worth noticing the difference between the straight line assumption used here and in
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some of the methods discussed in Section 6.5. Here, the environment is considered
being linear between consecutive scan points, as opposed to approximating the
reference scan with lines covering several points in the reference.
Assuming the true coordinate transform J has been applied, sensor noise is the
second explanation for scan points not being perfectly positioned on segments.
This regards sensor noise in the scan to be matched, noise during acquisition of the
reference scan is considered being a “map error”, as the reference scan is considered
true in the sensor noise model.
The measured range is quantized in the sensor. For the type of sensor used here,
SICK LMS200, the quantization steps are 1 mm. This is small compared to other
error sources in this case.
It is assumed that the reference scan, from which the segment is taken, is correct.
This is not true, the reference scan has normally been acquired in the same way as
the scan to be matched. Sensor noise in the reference scan will have two effects:
point correspondence may change and the distance between points in the scan to
be matched to the segment in the reference scan is most likely changed. The latter
will under assumption of small gaussian errors also be a gaussian variable. Given
this small error assumption, the error in the reference scan has the same effect as
gaussion noise in the scan to be matched.
All the above types of deviations are lumped together and modelled as a zero mean
Gaussian scalar, added to the segment distance dk.

dk ∼ N (0, σ2) (6.2)

Given the probability for each point ((6.2) above), the probability for the scan is
calculated. If independence is assumed, the log joint probability is

log(p) ∼ log
∏
k

exp
(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
+ γ

= −
∑

k

dT
k dk

2σ2
+ γ

where γ is a normalization constant which is not important here. Maximizing the
probability is then a standard least squares problem, and is sensitive to outliers. As
done in (Früh and Zakhor, 2001), robustified least squares is used instead (Triggs,
McLauchlan, Hartley and Fitzgibbon, 1999). With robust least squares, the sum∑

i

ρ(zT
i zi)

is minimized instead of ∑
i

zT
i zi
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where ρ, called radial function, is ρ(s) = s for standard least squares and sublinear
for robust lest squares. The radial function used here is the function

ρ(s) = 1− exp(−s).

With this choice, the problem of maximizing the log probability is equivalent to
minimize ∑

k

1− exp
(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
.

The constant term can be removed, and the problem can with removal of the minus
sign be replaced with maximization of

score =
∑

k

exp
(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
. (6.3)

The resulting function is less sensitive to out to outliers than the original prob-
lem. Apart from a constant term, the score function is approximately (due to the
robustification) equal to the log likelihood of the observation.

The algorithm to calculate (6.3) is shown in Algorithm 2.

1: FUNCTION score = CALCSCORE(scan1, scan2, J)
2: score=0
3: for i = 1 to Npoints(scan1) step dI do
4: % Find the two closest points to scan1(i) in scan2

5: (j1,j2)=nearestpoints(scan1(i),scan2)
6: line l = scan2(j1)− scan2(j2)
7: if |j1− j2| = dI then
8: d = vector to closest point on l to scan1(i)
9: score = score + exp

(
−dT d

2σ2

)
10: end if
11: end for
Algorithm 2: This function calculates the matching score (6.3) between two scans
given a coordinate transform. The outer for loop loops over points in the reference
scan (scan1). An inner loop is hidden in line 5: naive search for the closest points
is linear in the number of points N .

6.8 Maximization of the Score Function

When the score function 6.3 is defined, the remainder of the problem is how to
find a coordinate transform that maximizes the score function. This problem is not
trivial, as the target function often has many local maxima, illustrated in Fig. 6.4.
Several methods can be used to solve the optimization problem:
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• Grid search is not very efficient, as the number of calls to the score function
is O( 1

an ) where a is the grid spacing and n the number of dimensions. In this
case n = 3, which prevents using this method. For instance, evaluating the
score over a space of 0.2m×0.2m×0.2rad at a resolution of 1 mm and 1 mrad
requires 8 · 106 calls to the score function. A sparse grid can however serve as
a initial guess, or the grid can be put up in a low-dimensional subspace. Even
if the full space has dimension three, a grid search over only angle reduces
the load to a fraction.

• Hillclimb is a method where steps are taken in the gradient direction, until
the maximum is found. The method is sensitive to local maxima, but the sen-
sitivity can be decreased by initializing the method with several (randomized)
starting points. The method requires that a gradient can be calculated or es-
timated. If the gradient cannot be calculated analytically, it can be estimated
from function evaluations.

• Simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, Jr. and Vecchi, 1983) is a method which
resembles hillclimb, but the steps are not taken deterministically. Instead,
the probability that a step is taken is calculated from the amount of energy
decrease the step causes. Every once in a while, a step in the “wrong” direction
can be taken, with the benefit that the method is less sensitive to local minima.

• Random search is (here) a method where random assignments to the opti-
mization variables is done. Depending on how the randomization is done, it
resembles grid search.

Here, a combination of grid search, random search and hillclimb is used. This is
the choice because the score function has local maxima which may cause hillclimb
to get stuck. Hillclimb may for example be stuck in one of the ridges apart from
the global maximum in Fig. 6.4. The implemented algorithm is composed from the
following steps:

1. Initial Guess Most robots having laser scanners are equipped with other sen-
sors as well, such as odometry. For short movements, the odometry has high
precision, while it drifts significantly over longer movements. In this applica-
tion, the robot moves very little between consecutive scans, typically 0.2 m
or less, suggesting that the odometry can be used as an initial guess for the
optimization. In the faulty case, where odometry is broken or gives random
readings, this is certainly not a good guess. Therefore, the initial guess may
not be relied upon.

2. Grid Search The next step is to perform a grid search over the rotation angle.
A separate search on orientation is made also in (Diosi and Kleeman, 2005)
and (Lu and Milios, 1997). This is because large rotational motion seems
to be difficult to find compared to translation. The grid should preferably
include the true rotational angle, meaning the boundaries shall correspond to
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at least the highest rotational speed of the robot. A uniform distribution of
sample points is chosen.

3. Coarse Random Search After the previous steps, the best sample so far is used
as the mean value for a normal distribution with fixed (large) covariance. A
sample is drawn from the distribution, and the score is evaluated. If the score
exceeds the previous maximal score, the sample is used to set a new mean to
the distribution. This process is repeated a fixed number of times, constantly
drawing samples around the best guess so far. The purpose with this step is
to find the correct starting point for the rest of the search process.

4. Fine Random Search While the coarse random search in the previous step
performs a good search of the sample space, the distance to the maximum
will probably still be too high. Since this is a probabilistic method, one can
only discuss the probability distribution of the best guess, rather than giving
a fixed maximum distance as in grid search. The fine random search is used
to plant samples in a narrow region around the maximum. As in the previous
step, the mean of the distribution sampled from is continuously adjusted to
the best sample so far.

5. Hillclimb When the fine random search has ended, a sample close to the global
maximum has probably been found. To reach the very maximum, a steepest
descent (hillclimb) search is used. An important detail in steepest descent is
how to control the steplength.

6. Finalization The sample with the highest score calculated so far is used as
the returned value.

The algorithm outlined above is shown in Algorithm 3. Subfunctions to the main
algorithm are shown in Algorithm 4(steepest hill).

For the steepest hill search, the step length has to be controlled. First of all,
the step length must be defined. Since rotation is measured in a different quantity
than rotation, length is not well defined. To solve this, a weighted norm is used:

||g||L =
√

g2
x + g2

y + (Lgθ)2 (6.4)

The same norm is proposed by (Minguez, Lamiraux and Montesano, 2005). In
each iteration, a step with a fixed length steplength is taken in the direction of
the gradient. If the matching score did not increase, steplength is halved. See
Algorithm 5 for the complete algorithm.

6.9 Improvement on Score Function Calculation

Calculating the score is the most time consuming part of the proposed scan match-
ing algorithm. It has square complexity in the number of scan points, due to two
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FUNCTION (bestJ, bestscore) = NUMERICALARGMAX(scan1, scan2, J)
if haveodo then

J = calculatedisplacement(odo1, odo2)
else

J =
[
0 0 0

]T
end if
nominalscore = calcscore(scan1, scan2, J)
bestscore = nominalscore
bestJ = J

%grid search over rotation angle
for θ = θmin to θmax step θmax−θmin

Ngrid−1 do
J =

[
0 0 θ

]T
score = calcscore(scan1, scan2, J)
if score > bestscore then

bestscore = score
bestJ = J

end if
end for

% coarse random search
(bestJ, bestscore)=samplerandom(scan1, scan2, bestJ, Pcoarse, bestscore,Ncoarse)

% fine random search
(bestJ, bestscore)=samplerandom(scan1, scan2, bestJ, Pfine, bestscore,Nfine)

% steepest hill search
(bestJ, bestscore)=steephill(scan1, scan2, bestJ, bestscore,Nhill)

Algorithm 3: Main matching algorithm that solves the argmax problem defined
in (6.1) numerically.
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Figure 6.4: The score as a function of coordinate transform J , where the third
component θ is held constant, because of the difficulties of visualizing a threedi-
mensional plot. The scans that are matched come from Fig. 6.2.

nested loops when finding the point to point correspondence. The inner loop of
algorithm Algorithm 2, hidden in the function call nearestpoints(), is linear in N
for a naive search over scan2. The purpose of the function is to find the closest
segment to a specific point in scan1. In the main algorithm this search is performed
over all points of the reference scan. This is unfortunate, because the search does
not take advantage of the structure of the scans: First, most of the points on the
scan lies on lines (walls) or arcs. Second, the large number of iterations (score eval-
uation) is made when the scans are almost properly aligned. Third, the data points
are naturally ordered on angle when read from the sensor. These reasons give the
hint that once the closest segment is found to a specific point, the closest segment
to the next point is probably found very close to the previous found segment.

Finding the closest segment with end points pj1 and pj2 to a point s is formally
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FUNCTION
(bestJ, bestscore) = SAMPLERANDOM(scan1, scan2, bestJ, P, bestscore,N)
for N times do

% realization of random variable
J ∼ N (bestJ, P )
score = calcscore(scan1, scan2, J)
if score > bestscore then

bestscore = score
bestJ = J

end if
end for

Algorithm 4: Subfunction that samples the score function 6.3 at points selected
randomly from a normal distribution. This function is called by Algorithm 3

made by solving
argmin
j1 6=j2

max (|s− pj1| , |s− pj2|). (6.5)

The following theorem can be derived, and will be useful.

Theorem 6.1 The maximum segment distance for a segment defined by end points
k 6= l is

r = max (|s− pk| , |s− pl|) .

The solution j1, j2 to (6.5) then fulfills |s− pj1| ≤ r and |s− pj2| ≤ r

Proof There are two known points with |s− p| ≤ r, namely p = pk and p = pl.
It follows that max (|s− pk| , |s− pl|) ≤ r. Because the search space includes k, l,
the minimization will found a solution equal or better than r. It follows that the
solution fulfills max (|s− pj1| , |s− pj2|) ≤ r. The solution thus fulfills |s− pj1| < r
and |s− pj2| ≤ r.

The observations on the structure and properties of scans can now be utilized
together with Theorem 6.1, considering the problem of finding the closest segment to
a point. The improvement is on how to implement nearestpoints() in Algorithm 2.
Given an initial guess j1, j2, r is calculated. All points not fulfilling |s − pi| < R
can be excluded from the search. The initial guess is taken as the result from
the previous point, which with high probability is close to the true answer. For
instance, when scan points on a wall segment are encountered, neighbor points will
be very close to each other. The closer the initial guess is (r small), the more points
can be excluded.

Here, the fact that the scan is given in polar form is utilized. Because data
are naturally sorted on angle, exclusion can be made on angle and the search can
be directly started on the correct interval. Fig. 6.5 shows how the search interval
is reduced. Suppose the closest segment to point A has been found in a previous
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FUNCTION
(bestJ, bestscore) = STEEPHILL(scan1, scan2, bestJ, P, bestscore,N)
J=bestJ
steplength=initial value
(oldscore, gradient) = CalcScoreAndGradient(scan1, scan2, J)

for N times do
% take a step in the direction of the gradient
J = J + gradient steplength

||gradient||L
(score, gradient) = CalcScoreAndGradient(scan1, scan2, J)
% decrease the steplength if the score decreases
if score < oldscore then

steplength=steplength/2
end if
oldscore = score
% always save the best result so far
if score > bestscore then

bestscore = score
bestJ = J

end if
end for

Algorithm 5: Subfunction that performs steepest hill search, starting from bestJ .
The steps are taken with a length determined by a weighted norm || · ||L, see (6.4)

step. For point A, this is points 7 and 8. When finding the closest segment to point
s =B, the initial guess is j1 = 7, j2 = 8. The “search radius” r is calculated. Now,
the search interval can be reduced to cover only the circle around B with radius r.
Given the distance from s to origin R = |s|, the angle interval can be calculated to

r = max (|s− pk| , |s− pl|) (6.6)

R = |s| (6.7)

d =

{
arcsin r

R r > R

π otherwise
(6.8)

d0 = arctan
sy

sx
(6.9)

Limit the search to the interval θ ∈ [d0 − d, d0 + d]. The reduced search method
gives a performance increase, as the number of points to be searched over often is
heavily reduced. In the experiments where N = 181, the number of points to search
over is reduced from N = 181 to typically 4-10 points on points that are located
on walls. The reduced search space must however be compared to the increased
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overhead in computing Equations 6.6-6.9, which is heavy compared to the distance
calculation.

It is important to state that the result of performing this narrow search is
identical to the standard search method.

Figure 6.5: Illustration of how the search for the closest segment can be reduced.
Let the black crosses 1-12 constitute the reference scan, and points A and B be part
of the scan that is to be matched. The closest segment to point A has been found,
and is marked with a red line between points 7-8. When searching for the closest
point to B, it can be no further away than the radius to the worst of the initial
guess (points 7 and 8). Therefore, all points outside the circle can be excluded from
the search. This condition is translated to a interval on the polar angle d0 ± d to
be searched, by use of Equations 6.6-6.9.

6.10 Calculation of the Gradient

The Jacobian of the score function (gradient) can be calculated analytically. Due
to the properties of the score function, all variables that are needed for the gradient
are already calculated when evaluating the score. The score function will behave
smoothly, because it selects the closest point on the closest segment.
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The score function is

score =
∑

k

exp
(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
where summation takes place over all points rk in the scan to be matched. The
two-dimensional vector dk points from the k:th point rk to the closest point qk on
the segment on the reference scan. That is, dk = qk− rk. The gradient of the score
function is obtained as the jacobian of the score function:

∂score

∂J
=

1
2σ2

∑
k

−∂dT
k dk

∂J
exp

(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
The derivative of the square length is derived:

∂dT d

∂J
=
[

∂
P

i d2
i

∂J1
. . .

∂
P

i d2
i

∂Jn

]
=
∑

i

[
∂d2

i

∂J1
. . .

∂d2
i

∂Jn

]
=
∑

i

[
2di

∂di

∂J1
. . . 2di

∂di

∂Jn

]
= 2dT ∂d

∂J
Using this result, the score jacobian is

∂score

∂J
=

1
2σ2

∑
k

−2dT
k

∂dk

∂J
exp

(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
where

∂dk

∂J
=

∂(qk − rk)
∂J

=
∂qk

∂J
− ∂rk

∂J
.

All movements are considered small. The point on the scan to be matched rk is a
function of J , the closest point on the reference scan qk is a function of rk. The
chain rule is used to obtain

∂qk

∂J
=

∂qk

∂rk

∂rk

∂J
. (6.10)

Assuming that the segment will not change for infinitesimally small changes in
J , q stick to the segment and does not switch to another segment. Depending
on the position of rk relative to the segment, different behaviour occurs. See the
illustration in Fig. 6.6. Consider the case when rk lies in region I: q will not move for
small changes of r, implying ∂qk

∂r = 0. By the chain rule 6.10 above, the derivative
of qk is 0 in region I. Study region II (index k is dropped for clarity):

∂q

∂r
=

[
∂qx

∂rx

∂qx

∂ry
∂qy

∂rx

∂qy

∂ry

]
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of the behaviour of q: The two red stars mark the endpoints
of the line segment of the reference scan. Depending on what region r lies in, q will
behave differently. In region I, d is perpendicular to the line segment, and q moves
along the segment when r moves. In region II, q is attached to the endpoint and
does not move when r moves. r1 lies in region II and has closest point q1. r2 lies in
region I and has closest point q2. The thin dotted lines mark the borders between
regions I and II.

In region II, qk moves on a straight line (the segment). Because dk is defined as
the closest path between the segment and the point rk, dk is perpendicular to the
line when r is in region II. That means q will move in direction d⊥

∂q

∂r
=
[
ζ1d

⊥ ζ2d
⊥]

where ζ1 and ζ2 are some scalars whose values are neither important, nor needed
for the algorithm. The point rk is a function of the coordinate transform J =[
x y θ

]T :

rk =
[
x
y

]
+ ρk

[
cos(θk + θ)
sin(θk + θ))

]
where ρk and θk is the radius and angle respectively, in the sensor reference frame.
The jacobian of rk with respect to J is

∂rk

∂J
=
[
1 0 −ρk sin(θk + θ)
0 1 ρk cos(θk + θ)

]
.

Return to the score Jacobian to assemble the results:

∂score

∂J
=

1
σ2

∑
k

−dT
k

∂dk

∂J
exp

(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
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=
1
σ2

∑
k

−dT
k

([
ζ1d

⊥
k ζ2d

⊥
k

] ∂r

∂J
− ∂r

∂J

)
exp

(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
It is now seen that dT

k d⊥k = 0, and only dT
k

∂rk

∂J remains in the expression.

∂score

∂J
=

1
σ2

∑
k

dT
k

∂rk

∂J
exp

(
−dT

k dk

2σ2

)
When the score is calculated, qk, rk and dk need to be determined, and the expo-
nential is evaluated. What remains to be calculated in order to get the Jacobian
is

dT
k

∂rk

∂J
=
[
dx dy

] [1 0 −ρk sin(θk + θ)
0 1 ρk cos(θk + θ)

]
=
[
dx dy dx(y − ry) + dy(rx − x)

]
.

An important observation is that all the expressions in the jacobian are calculated
when the score is calculated, meaning that the jacobian can be calculated almost
“for free” when calculating the score.

6.11 Complexity and Scaling

The proposed method has complexity O
(
N2
)
, because of the two for loops in-

side each other of Algorithm 2. The second loop is hidden inside the function
nearestpoints(). Even if the complexity is high, it is important to state that the
number of scan points N is normally fixed.

When the narrowed search algorithm in Section 6.9 is used, the number of
points is reduced. However, with increasing angular resolution (increasing N), the
number of points within the search circle will also increase. The search space is thus
typically reduced from N to kN , where k is a small number, varying depending on
the scans and their alignment. Also, the narrow search introduces some overhead.
Let the overhead be of computational requirement c. The algorithm using narrow
search instead of standard search then has complexity O (N · (c + kN)) = O

(
N2
)

which is the same as the standard search method.
To increase the speed, it is possible to skip samples in the scan and thereby

reducing the number of points N . If every second point is used, the workload is
reduced to a quarter of the original. This can be utilized for the initial coarse
randomization of the proposed algorithm. In the parameter section (Section 6.12)
this is referred to as dI.

6.12 Scan Matching Parameters

In the previous sections, parameters have been used without further comments.
The performance and behavior of the scan matcher is dependent on the values of
these parameters. It is not trivial to set the parameters. Most of the parameters
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can be set by a reasonable initial guess. To find better parameters, testing was
carried out over a set of scans. Parameters were selected randomly in reasonable
intervals, with the constraint that the total number of calls to the score function
was fixed. The performance was evaluated, and a parameter setting with good
properties was chosen. Table 6.2 shows the resulting parameters.

Because a good scan matcher should survive without odometry, the performance
test was carried out without using odometry for the initial guess. Odometry was
used as ground truth, and the mean square deviation between odometry and the
scan matcher was used as performance measure. The measured data that was used
for the parameter tuning consisted of 340 scans acquired in a home like environment,
where the robot has moved around.

Parameter Value Comment
dInominal 2 skip every dI:th sample

grid search:
Ngrid 30 number of points in grid
dIgrid 2 skip every dI:th sample
θgrid,min -0.3 start point for grid [rad]
θgrid,max 0.3 end point for grid [rad]
Ncoarse 39 samples from coarse distribution
dIcoarse 2 skip every dI:th sample
dxstd,coarse 0.10 std dev of distribution [m]
dystd,coarse 0.10 std dev of distribution [m]
dθstd,coarse 0.082 std dev of distribution [rad]
Nfine 42 samples from fine distribution
dIfine 2 skip every dI:th sample
dxstd,fine 0.0015 std dev of distribution [m]
dystd,fine 0.0015 std dev of distribution [m]
dθstd,fine 0.0150 std dev of distribution [rad]
Nhill 31 iterations with steepest hill
L 8.0 distance measure in norm [m]
steplength 0.004 initial steplength
σ 0.013 std dev of sensor noise [m]

Table 6.2: Table of parameters used in the scan matcher

6.13 Experimental Results

The scan matching method has been implemented in both Matlab and C++, All
results refer to the C++ implementation. The data used for evaluation is a sequence
of 935 consecutive scans, acquired in an indoor environment at 5 Hz rate. The
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computer that has been used for evaluation is a standard 1.6 GHz Pentium M
laptop.

The parameters given in Section 6.12 have been used. Because the calculation
time (CPU time) is approximately proportional to the total number of calls to the
score function, the CPU time is dependent on the parameters.

When evaluating the performance of the scan matching, the position error and
the demands on calculation are considered. The position error is difficult to cal-
culate - it requires knowledge of the true position, which is not available. Here,
the odometry signal is used as truth. For the experiments the data come from,
odometry is available at a 20 Hz rate, four times higher than the scan rate. Linear
interpolation is carried out to obtain an odometry value at the scan instant. The
position error is presented as the standard deviation between odometry and scan
matcher.

The performance of the scan matcher is dependent on the input parameters and
if an initial guess is available. Odometry is used to calculate an initial guess, or
J = 0 if no initial guess has been used, marked with “Yes” or “No” in Table 6.3.

The method for reducing the search space, presented in Section 6.9, is tested.
The main method is marked with “Standard”, and the reduced search is marked
with “Narrow” in Table 6.3. Because the method is stochastic, the results are
stochastic parameters. In the table, the results are presented with mean value and
standard deviation, each case being evaluated over 20 runs over the test data. The
speed is taken as the maximum of all runs, to avoid influences from varying work
load on the test computer.

Parameters Output noise Speed
Search Initial guess x[mm] y[mm] θ[mrad] [Hz]
Narrow No 23.6 (1.7) 16.8 (1.1) 10.6 (0.34) 34.0

Standard No 19.2 (2.2) 14.5 (2.4) 9.63 (0.2) 14.9
Narrow Yes 3.65 (0.79) 4.68 (2.3) 9.2 (0.16) 34.1

Standard Yes 3.58 (0.62) 4.81 (1.8) 9.04 (0.12) 14.9

Table 6.3: Performance of the implemented scan matching method. Search refers
to if the reduced search space is used or not, initial guess refers to if odometry
has been used as initial guess to the scan matcher. The x, y, θ columns mark
the difference between “truth” (odometry) and scan matcher output, expressed as
standard deviation. Lower is better, x and y are in the odometric reference frame (x
being forward). Values are presented with mean and std. deviation, with the std.
deviation within parentheses. Performance is the frequency which the matching
attained on the test computer, a standard 1.6 GHz Pentium M laptop. Higher is
better.
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6.14 Future Development

The weak point of the method is probably the maximization process. A method
for combining the coarse and fine random search is to use only random search, and
let the covariance matrix be multiplied with a factor in each iteration. This would
cause a continuous transfer from coarse search to fine search.

The Jacobian is not used other than at the end of the maximizatino process.
Because it is calculated at very low additional cost when evaluating the score, there
is a potential of enhancing the search using this information as well as the score.

In (Cole and Newman, 2006), a histogram and a classifier is used to tell if the
scan matcher has converged or not. This may be extended to work with gradient
as input for the histogram.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, two contributions have been presented. The first contribution is a
method for detecting faults affecting the localization system of a mobile robot. The
second contribution is an algorithm to reduce search in a point-to-point based scan
matching method.

7.1 Fault Detection using Pose Providers

By using existing localization algorithms (pose providers) as building blocks, faults
affecting the localization system can be detected. The advantage of using the out-
puts of the pose providers rather than sensor data directly is discussed. Modelling
can with this approach be reduced to a low-complexity model of the pose providers,
a significant benefit when considering the complex models needed for the environ-
ment of a service robot. Experimental results are shown from an implementation
on a mobile robot, using scan matching and odometry as pose providers.

Future Work

The proposed method is mainly a fault detection method. An extension to make
fault isolation possible with the method is discussed, where several fault detectors
are run in parallel. Isolation can then be obtained by standard methods. This
needs to be tested and evaluated on a real implementation.

The proposed model uses the unknown robot speed to scale noise intensities.
While the true system is mechanical, a more reasonable speed model is low pass
filtered white noise. Extending the model with a speed state is straightforward.

Long time experiments should be done to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed method. Preferably, the tests should be done in a realistic environment with
people crowds and untrained users.

99
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7.2 Scan Matching

Scan matching is a method to obtain displacement information from a laser scan-
ner device, a common sensor on mobile robots. Because it provides an estimate
independent of other sensors, it can complement or replace other sensors in the
localization system of a robot. Point-to-point based scan matching is considered,
where the match of two scans is judged by the distance between all points in the
two scans. Finding which point in a scan is closest to another point is the most time
consuming part of the scan matching algorithm. A straightforward search requires
as many checks as the square of the number of points in the scan. Here, a method
to reduce the search space is proposed, where the properties of a typical scan are
utilized. The increased overhead for checking is outweighed by the decrease in the
number of checks necessary, and an approximate doubling of the performance is
obtained in an implementation of the method.

Future Work
The processing demand for scan matching is proportional to the number of calls to
the score calculation function. Finding a more efficient procedure for maximization
of the score would have a major effect on increasing the efficiency.

A method for controlling the quality of the scan matching would increase the
reliability of the scan matching. A method proposed in the literature is to study
histograms of the distance to judge if the scan matcher has converged or not. A
check of convergence can be used to stop the maximization process at an early
stage, when a certain level is reached.
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